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Abstract

Topological materials are one of the lead candidates for developing

viable noise resilient quantum computers. The properties that make

these materials so suited to the task include their degenerate ground

states and anyonic excitation statistics. However, it is often the case

that the more exotic the statistics are the more complex the under-

lying Hamiltonian is. This can make them challenging to work with.

Alternate representations of these Hamiltonians can prove useful in

solving the systems and investigating the behaviour of their physical

observables.

This thesis explores the construction and advantages of alternate rep-

resentations of certain topological quantum systems. Initially, unitary

transformations are presented, which map the Z2 surface code and

toric code to free fermions and fermions coupled to global symmetry

operators, respectively. The methods presented in this thesis could be

employed to find possible free fermion solvable descriptions of other

more complex interacting topological systems. It also is found that

the Kitaev honeycomb model has an effective geometric description in

terms of massless Majorana spinors obeying the Dirac equation em-

bedded in a Riemann-Cartan spacetime. This description is shown

numerically to be faithful for the low energy limit of the model, pre-

dicting the response of two-point correlations to variations of the cou-

pling parameters of the model. These results suggest that geometric

descriptions of topological materials could provide useful insights into

the behaviour of their physical observables that make them so useful

for quantum computation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

What do quantum computers and kids these days have in common? They are

both too sensitive. The quantum computers of today have been dubbed Noisy

Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers Preskill (2018). This is due to

their size and susceptibility to external noise, which can destroy the delicate

superpositions essential for quantum computation. This noise could be due to

imperfect interactions with the system, such as when performing operations or

reading data. Alternatively, it could be an inability to protect the qubits from

temperature fluctuations or other forms of radiation. Despite these issues Google

recently unveiled Sycamore, a 54-qubit quantum processor. This has since proved

to be sufficient to realise quantum supremacy Arute et al. (2019), a significant

achievement in the development of useful quantum devices. However, many of

the accomplishments of the last decade have been down to advancements in engi-

neering. We are now able to control qubits and isolate them from external noise

more effectively. They are still the same inherently sensitive qubits though.

Topologically ordered materials are being studied as possible candidates for a

fundamentally different approach to quantum computing. These materials could

be used as quantum memories, providing topological protection to information en-

coded in logical qubits Dennis et al. (2002). The exotic anyonic statistics of their

excitations can be used to encode the quantum logic gates necessary for quantum

computation. In fact some non-Abelian anyons, such as Fibonacci anyons, have

been found to be universal for quantum computation Mong et al. (2014). The

1



exchange statistics of such anyons are sufficient to encode any possible unitary

operation on the logical qubits of the system Nielsen & Chuang (2011).

Due to the complexity of topologically ordered materials it is often unclear

from the defining Hamiltonian what their properties are and whether their dy-

namics is even solvable. Finding alternative representations of these systems can

provide useful insight into the solvability and allow one to make predictions about

the physical observables of the model. This thesis explores construction and ad-

vantages of alternate representations of topologically ordered systems. The first

half (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) examines models with possible free fermion repre-

sentations. This could help produce exact solutions of the models. The second

half (Chapters 5 and 6) considers effective descriptions of the continuum limit of

topologically ordered systems. These descriptions are useful for predicting the

behaviour of physical observables of the models in the low energy limit.

Chapters 2, 3 and 4

A striking feature of topological many-body systems is their ability to exhibit

collective phenomena without analogue in their constituent particles. Many in-

vestigations into exotic statistical behaviours focus on topologically ordered sys-

tems Wen (1990) that support anyons Leinaas & Myrheim (1977); Wilczek (1982).

Although some properties associated to topological phases of matter can occur

in systems of free fermions, their emergence is generally associated with inter-

actions between particles. One of the difficulties of working with such systems

however is that interactions between particles can make them extremely complex

and hard to solve. Systems, such as the spin liquids Anderson (1987) and the

fractional quantum Hall states Tsui et al. (1982), exemplify the effects of interac-

tions in many-electron systems. On the other hand, there are systems which can

be modelled by free fermions, making them exactly solvable, that exhibit many

of the unique properties of topological phases of matter that make them so inter-

esting. For example, Kitaev’s honeycomb model Kitaev (2006) supports ground

state degeneracies and exotic topological excitations in the form of Majorana zero

modes Ivanov (2001); Read & Green (2000).

2



Identifying models with free fermion representations will allow us to better

understand the emergence of properties such as anyonic excitations and degen-

erate ground states in these complex topological systems. Chapter 3 uses the

measure of interaction distance DF Turner et al. (2017) to study the role of inter-

actions in topological states of matter in (2+1)−dimensional string-nets Levin &

Wen (2005) and 3+1−dimensional Walker-Wang models Walker & Wang (2012).

This work was published as part of Meichanetzidis et al. (2018). Interestingly, all

of the states studied supporting non-Abelian anyons are found to be interacting,

suggesting interactions are necessary for the emergence of non-Abelian excitation

statistics in these fixed point stabilizer Hamiltonians. This contrasts with the

Kitaev honeycomb model, which supports Ising anyons and has a representation

in terms of free fermions coupled to a Z2 gauge field. States with free fermion

representations are also identified, including the states of the toric code Browne

(2014); Kitaev (2003); Resende (2017) and its open boundary version, the Z2 sur-

face code Bombin & Martin-Delgado (2007); Bravyi et al. (2017). These models

have been the test-bed for numerous investigations of condensed matter phenom-

ena as well as quantum information applications Brown et al. (2016); Fowler et al.

(2012); Kitaev & Laumann (2009). The main reason for the popularity of the

toric code is that it is an exactly solvable model that has eigenstates with non-

trivial topological entanglement entropy Hamma et al. (2013), able to support

Abelian anyons, exotic quasiparticles that can fault-tolerantly encode and ma-

nipulate quantum information. An important feature of this topological model is

that it is relatively simple, with the anyonic statistics and fusion rules emerging

directly from the algebraic properties of Pauli matrices. At the same time the

toric code enjoys many applications. It can be used as a fault tolerant quan-

tum memory protecting against spurious local perturbations Wootton & Pachos

(2011), it can perform topological quantum computation resilient against con-

trol errors Kitaev (2003), or it can encode more complex anyonic models such as

Majorana fermions at lattice defects Brown et al. (2017); Wootton (2017).

The toric code has been experimentally simulated with highly entangled four-

photon GHZ states Pachos et al. (2009) and the four-body interaction has been

physically realised with Josephson junctions Gladchenko et al. (2009); Terhal

et al. (2012). However, it has been argued that the Hilbert space of the toric

3



code, in the presence of an external magnetic field contains a low energy subspace

that can be described effectively by hopping fermionic excitations coupled to a Z2

gauge field Levin & Wen (2003). This gauge field does not introduce interactions,

but encodes the exotic statistics of the excitations.

Chapter 4 presents local unitary transformations from the Z2 surface and

toric code to a free fermion system and a system of free fermions coupled to

an interacting parity operator, respectively. It also explores how the anyonic

statistics of the models are encoded in the free fermion modes. This work was

published in Farjami (2020). Previous works studying transformations of the toric

code include the paper Brown et al. (2011), where the authors provide a duality

mapping from a cluster state on an N × N lattice to the toric code on an N ×
(N−1) lattice. The cluster state can be mapped to individual spin Hamiltonians,

which are equivalent to free fermions. The mapping to the toric code takes some

of the cluster state’s boundary terms to stabilizers of non-contractible loops in

the toric code, thus removing the degeneracy of the ground state. In addition,

the paper Nussinov & Ortiz (2009) maps the toric code onto decoupled Ising

chains, and the papers Jamadagni et al. (2018); Tagliacozzo & Vidal (2011) give

duality mappings, built from CNOT gates, from the toric and surface code in the

presence of external magnetic fields to Ising models.

Chapter 2 provides background on general anyon models, lattice models, and

interactions in quantum many-body systems used in the study of interaction

distance and alternative representations of the surface and toric code in Chapters

3 and 4.

Chapters 5 and 6

The Kitaev model is an important model of topological superconductors. It has

been the focus of much research since its introduction by Kitaev in Kitaev (2006).

It is a model of spin-1/2 particles on a two dimensional honeycomb lattice. The

Kitaev honeycomb model is both topologically ordered in the sense that it can

support anyonic excitations and it is a topological phase with a non-trivial Chern

number Kitaev (2006). Kitaev demonstrated that the model is exactly solvable

4



as it has a representation in terms of free fermions, which provides the oppor-

tunity to analytically probe its anyonic properties Lahtinen et al. (2008), its

topological edge currents Self et al. (2017), and to investigate its finite tempera-

ture behaviour Lahtinen & Pachos (2010); Lahtinen et al. (2012); Nasu & Motome

(2015); Nasu et al. (2014, 2015); Self et al. (2019). Moreover, many features of the

Kitaev honeycomb model are recognised in experimentally realisable materials,

such as complex iridium oxides Chaloupka et al. (2010); Choi et al. (2012); Jackeli

& Khaliullin (2009) or ruthenium chloride Banerjee et al. (2016). This makes the

KHLM of interest to numerous theoretical and experimental investigations.

The first part of Chapter 5 focuses on the Kitaev honeycomb model discussing

many of its interesting properties such as its free fermion representation, the any-

onic excitations Ivanov (2001); Read & Green (2000) and phase diagram Kitaev

(2006). It also studies the continuum limit, or low energy limit, of the isotropic,

homogeneous version of the model, which is equivalent to a Dirac equation em-

bedded in a flat (2 + 1)−dimensional Minkowski spacetime.

It is known that topological superconductors can have an effective interpre-

tation in terms of curved geometry. For example, it has been shown in Golan

& Stern (2018) that the continuum limit of a spinless p-wave superconductor on

a square lattice minimally coupled to an electromagnetic field, takes the form

of a Dirac Hamiltonian defined on a Riemann-Cartan spacetime Carroll (2003);

Hehl & Datta (1971); Nakahara (2003). Riemann-Cartan geometry also arises in

the theory of defects in lattices, where disclinations and dislocations in the con-

tinuum limit are described by curvature and torsion, respectively de Juan et al.

(2010); Katanaev & Volovich (1992). This has been investigated in strained

graphene de Juan et al. (2010, 2013); Wagner et al. (2019). On the other hand,

the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states have been shown to exhibit a universal

response to variations of lattice geometry, leading to many fruitful investigations

of an interplay between the topology and ambient geometry of these strongly-

correlated systems Abanov & Gromov (2014); Avron et al. (1995); Bradlyn &

Read (2015); Can et al. (2014); Gromov & Abanov (2014); Gromov & Son (2017);

Gromov et al. (2015); Haldane (2009, 2011); Hughes et al. (2011); Klevtsov &

Wiegmann (2015); Read (2009); Wen & Zee (1992); Wiegmann (2018).
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Nevertheless, it is not known how accurately Riemann-Cartan geometry can

describe the behaviour of actual microscopic, solvable lattice models. Chapter 6

studies the continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model in a variety of cou-

pling regimes deriving a geometric description of the model in terms of Majorana

spinors obeying the Dirac equation embedded in a non-trivial Riemann-Cartan

spacetime with curvature and torsion. It is important to note that this geome-

try emerges purely from distortions in the couplings of the system and not from

the geometry of the lattice itself, as with many of the FQH studies above. This

Riemann-Cartan picture has an associated metric describing a distortion of space

proportional to the coupling parameters of the model. The Kitaev model is ex-

actly solvable, which provides the opportunity to numerically verify this metric by

studying the behaviour of two-point Majorana quantum correlations in different

coupling regimes. This work was published in Farjami et al. (2020).

The second part of Chapter 5 provides necessary background for Chapter 6,

detailing the components of (2+1)−dimensional Riemann-Cartan geometry Car-

roll (2003); Nakahara (2003) including the dreibein and spin connection defining

non-trivial metric, curvature and torsion.

Chapter 7

Chapter 7 reviews the results presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 6. Potential avenues

of future investigations are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Background 1: Anyons, Lattices

and Interactions

This chapter provides background on lattice models with anyonic excitations and

interactions in many-body systems. It starts by introducing the theory of anyons

in Section 2.1. Fusion and braiding operations are defined, which encode the

exotic statistics of these particles that make them useful for quantum computa-

tion. The Z2 surface code and toric code are presented in Section 2.2 as specific

examples of lattice models supporting anyonic excitations. The statistics of these

excitations are explored along with an interpretation of the surface code and

toric code as stabilizer codes or quantum memories. It is discussed how quan-

tum information can be encoded and protected in these codes. This provides the

background for Chapter 4, which explores free fermion representations of these

codes. Section 2.3 then gives a overview of the general formulation of string-nets

and Walker-Wang models. These models are built from the fusion and braiding

operations introduced in Section 2.1. The form of the reduced density matrix

of string-net and Walker-Wang states is also presented. Finally, Section 2.4 dis-

cusses interactions in quantum many-body systems. The properties of the energy

and entanglement spectrum of free fermion systems are described and used in

order to define the interaction distance Turner et al. (2017). This provides the

necessary background for Chapter 3, which uses the interaction distance to iden-

tify string-nets and Walker-Wang models with effective descriptions in terms of

free fermions.
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2.1 Anyon models

āa da= a =

Figure 2.1: (Left) A diagrammatic representation of anyons in terms of oriented

strings of given charge. (Right) The quantum dimension da is represented by a

loop of charge a, which is equivalent to the creation of a pair a and ā from the

vacuum and fusion back to the vacuum.

2.1 Anyon models

Anyons are emergent quasiparticles of (2 + 1)−dimensional topological systems.

They have a variety of interesting properties such as spins that can take on any

value Bonderson (2007). These properties lead to exotic braiding and fusion

statistics, discussed in this section, which make anyonic systems an excellent

candidate for quantum computing. Anyons created in a particular fusion state

are manipulated through fusion and braiding operations, which act as quantum

gates Fan & de Garis (2010). Braiding of anyonic charges in non-Abelian models

can lead to non-trivial evolutions of fusion states. For certain non-Abelian anyon

models these operations are sufficient for universal quantum computation Mong

et al. (2014). Quantum computation based on anyon models also have a degree

of topological protection. Braiding operations do not depend on the specific path

taken, so small deformations to the path have no effect on the encoded quantum

information.

This section is broken down as follows. Section 2.1.1 presents the fusion rules

of anyon models in terms of F -moves and defines the fusion and splitting states of

sets of anyons. Section 2.1.2 discusses the braiding of anyons in terms of R-moves.

A useful diagrammatic representation of anyons in terms of oriented strings

of given charge is introduced and employed throughout this section.
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2.1 Anyon models

2.1.1 Fusion

An anyon model has a finite set of anyons or anyonic charges C = {0, a, b, c, ...}
given by the irreducible representations of a group G Bonderson (2007); Pachos

(2012). It is useful to employ a diagrammatic representation of these anyon

models. Each anyonic charge in C corresponds to a string with a given orientation,

shown in Fig. 2.1 (Left). These can be considered as worldlines in 2+1 dimensions

with time pointing downwards. Fusion of a pair of anyons equates to bringing

two anyons together and observing their collective behaviour. The anyons in C
obey a commutative, associative fusion algebra defined by the group operation of

G,

a× b =
∑

c

N c
abc, (2.1)

where N c
ab is the fusion multiplicity, denoting how many distinct ways a and b fuse

to give c. Thus, fusion multiplicities are non-negative integers. Abelian anyons

have unique fusion outcomes, implying
∑

cN
c
ab = 1 if a or b is Abelian. If there

exists some a, b, c ∈ C such that

∑

c

N c
ab > 1 (2.2)

then the set C and the fusion algebra (2.1) describe a non-Abelian anyon model. In

each anyon model there exists a single vacuum charge 0 ∈ C which fuses trivially

with all other anyons, N b
a0 = δab. The vacuum charge is often represented by an

empty string. Each anyon a ∈ C also has a unique antiparticle pair ā ∈ C with

which it fuses to the vacuum, N0
ab = δbā. The a and ā anyonic strings are related

by a flipping of orientation, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (Left).

Products of anyons have fusion and splitting Hilbert spaces. States in the

Hilbert space correspond to specific fusion and splitting processes. For example,

take the product a × b =
∑

cN
c
abc. Each possible fusion channel corresponds to

a state

|a, b; c, µ〉 ∈ Hc
ab, 〈a, b; c, µ| ∈ Hab

c (2.3)

where µ = 1, ..., N c
ab labels the way in which a fusion or splitting outcome is

achieved, while Hc
ab and Hab

c are the fusion and splitting Hilbert spaces, respec-

tively. The fusion or splitting states are represented by the trivalent vertices
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2.1 Anyon models

=

a
=

b

c

!
dc

dadb

"1/4

|a, b; c, µ⟩

⟨a, b; c, µ|
!

dc

dadb

"1/4

µ

a b

c
µ

Figure 2.2: A diagramatic representation of the fusion (Top) and spliting (Bot-

tom) states (2.3). Included are normalisation factors in terms of the quantum

dimension da, defined in (2.9).

=

b cab c

d

e
!

f

[F d
abc]

e
f

f

d

a

Figure 2.3: A diagramatic representation of the F -moves (2.6).

of anyon strings shown in Fig. 2.2, where the quantum dimension da are taken

to be normalisation factors and are discussed later in this section. The states

(2.3) form an orthonormal basis for the fusion and splitting spaces. Additionally,

states corresponding to different fusion outcomes are orthogonal to one another,

〈a, b; c, µ|a, b; d, ν〉 = δcdδµν . This ensures that a pair of anyons a and b created

from c via the mechanism µ must also fuse to c via µ, unless some non-trivial

operation is applied, such as a braiding, discussed in 2.1.2. These spaces have

dim(Hc
ab) = dim(Hab

c ) = N c
ab.

1

Consider now the fusion space Habc
d of three anyons a, b and c fusing to d.

This can be broken down into the fusion of a and b to e and the subsequent fusion

of e and c to d. The space Habc
d is isomorphic to the following composition of

fusion spaces

Hd
abc
∼=
⊕

e

He
ab ⊗Hd

ec, (2.4)

1All Abelian and non-Abelian anyon models considered in this thesis have N c
ab ≤ 1 for all

combinations of a, b and c so the multiplicity label µ is dropped from here on.
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2.1 Anyon models

b c d

e

a

F

g

h

i

j

b ca db ca d

b ca d

b da

f

g

f

e

e

e e

j

c

h

i

F F

F F

Figure 2.4: A diagramatic representation of the Pentagon equation (2.8).

where the direct sum runs over all possible anyons e from the fusion of a and

b. This space has dim(Habc
d ) =

∑
eN

e
abN

d
ec and an orthonormal basis of states

defined by

|a, b; e〉 |e, c; d〉 , (2.5)

where the tensor product symbol is missed out. However, the order in which

anyons are fused could be rearranged. Each ordering corresponds to a different

basis of states. One may map between these basis with isomorphisms called

F -moves defined as

|a, b; e〉 |e, c; d〉 =
∑

f

[F d
abc]

e
f |b, c; f〉 |a, f ; d〉 . (2.6)

These are unitary matrices. A diagrammatic representation of these moves is

given in Fig. 2.3.

This process of breaking down fusion and splitting spaces generalises to larger

products of anyons. The fusion space Hbn−1
a1...an

has

dim(Hbn−1
a1...an

) =
∑

b1...bn−2

N b1
a1a2

...N
bn−1

bn−2an
, (2.7)

where the sum runs over all in between fusion outcomes possible given the fusion

ordering. It is possible to map from any set of basis states in this space to any
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2.1 Anyon models

=
ab

c
Rc

ab

ab

c

Figure 2.5: A diagramatic representation of the R-moves (2.11).

other with some composition of F -moves. Any two sequences of F -moves which

both map between the same specific fusion orderings must be equivalent. As

a result the F -moves must satisfy the consistency equation called the Pentagon

equation

[F e
fcd]

g
h[F

e
abh]

f
i =

∑

j

[F g
abc]

f
j [F

e
ajd]

g
i [F

i
bcd]

j
h. (2.8)

This equivalence is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4.

An important quantity in anyon models is the quantum dimension da of each

anyon a. It is a measure of how fast the dimension of the fusion or splitting

Hilbert space grows as anyons are added to the system. For a large number, n,

of a anyons the dimension of the Hilbert space is dim(
∑

bHbn−1
a...a ) ∼ dna . These

quantum dimensions satisfy relations defined by the fusion rules, i.e. if (2.1) holds

then

dadb =
∑

c

N c
abdc. (2.9)

The quantum dimension da has a diagrammatic representation equivalent to the

creation of a pair a and ā from the vacuum and fusion back to the vacuum as

shown in Fig. 2.1 (Right). This agrees with the normalisation factors in Fig. 2.2.

The total quantum dimension of the system is defined as

D =

√∑

a

d2
a. (2.10)

2.1.2 Exchange and Braiding

A pair of anyons a and b are exchanged by the unitary braid operation Rab. These

operators are called R-moves. They act on the fusion states as

Rab |a, b; c〉 = Rc
ab |b, a; c〉 (2.11)
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2.1 Anyon models

F
F

b ca

f

d

b c

d

a

a

f

d

b c
a

d

b c

e

a

d

b c

F

a

d

b c

e

g
R

g

R R

Figure 2.6: A diagramatic representation of the Hexagon equation (2.13).

where Rc
ab defines the action of Rab on a particular fusion state. A diagrammatic

representation of (2.11) is given in Fig. 2.5.

The exchange Rc
ab is equivalent to rotating a and b anticlockwise and c clock-

wise by π Pachos (2012). The clockwise rotation of a spin s particle by φ produces

the phase e−iφs. Therefore,

Rc
ab = eiπsaeiπsbe−iπsc , (2.12)

where sa, sb and sc are the spin of a, b and c, respectively. Thus, the exchange of

a particle with its antiparticle pair is equivalent to one full anticlockwise rotation,

R0
aā = ei2πsa , and exchange with the vacuum charge is trivial, Ra

a0 = 1.

Similar to the pentagon equation for F -moves alone, the F -moves andR−moves

together must satisfy the Hexagon consistency equation

Re
ac[F

d
acb]

e
fR

f
bc =

∑

g

[F d
cab]

e
gR

d
gc[F

d
abc]

g
f . (2.13)

This ensures that any two sequences of F -moves and R-moves which both map

between the same specific string configurations are equivalent. This equivalence

is demonstrated in Fig. 2.6.
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

a= b

c
1

DSc
ab

Figure 2.7: A diagramatic representation of the S-tensor (2.14).

Another important quantity is the S-tensor. The elements of which are defined

in Bullivant & Pachos (2016) as

Scab =
1

D
∑

e

N e
ab[F

b
aab]

c
eR

e
abR

e
ba

√
dadbde (2.14)

A diagrammatic representation of this tensor is shown in Fig. 2.7. A non-zero

element Scab implies that braiding two charges a and b can map non-trivially

between fusion states |a, ā; 0〉 |0, b; b̄〉 and |a, ā; c〉 |c, b; b̄〉.
Anyons can be used to perform quantum computation. Quantum information

is encoded in the fusion states of the anyons and braiding operations act as

quantum gates mapping between fusion states. As all Abelian anyons have unique

fusion outcomes braiding cannot change their fusion states. Therefore, Sc 6=0
ab = 0

for any Abelian anyons a, b and c. This implies Abelian anyons are not sufficient

for universal quantum computation, as braiding Abelian anyons produces only

phases. Non-Abelian anyon models such as Fibonacci anyons are able to achieve

universal quantum computation Mong et al. (2014).

2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

This section presents a brief review of the Z2 surface Bombin & Martin-Delgado

(2007); Bravyi et al. (2017) and toric code Browne (2014); Kitaev (2003); Resende

(2017). These are equivalent models in the bulk with distinct boundary condi-

tions. This provides necessary background for work presented in Chapters 3 and

4. Section 2.2.1 presents the Hamiltonian of the model, introducing the vertex

and plaquette operators. Section 2.2.2 shows that the excitations of the model are

Abelian anyons by studying their fusion and exchange statistics. Finally, Section

2.2.3 discusses the interpretation of the toric code as a quantum error correcting
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Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

(a) (b)

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0
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Figure 2.8: (Left) The 3 × 3 surface code, with physical qubits located at the

vertices of the lattice. Plaquette stabilizers Bb and Bw are on black b and white

w plaquettes respectively. Bb (Bw) applies a σz (σx) operator to each qubit sur-

rounding b (w) and detects the parity of σx (σz) operators on these qubits. Logical

Pauli operators Sx and Sz are shown as the red and green lines, respectively, en-

coding one logical qubit. (Right) The 4 × 4 toric code, with physical qubits at

the vertices of the lattice. Plaquette stabilizers, Bb and Bw, are of the same form

as those in the surface code. The choices of X and Z logical operators are shown

in red and green, respectively, with Sx1 and Sz2 depicted as the horizontal lines

and Sz1 and Sx2 as the vertical lines. These encode the two logical qubits of the

toric code. A σx operator acting on a single qubit producing a string with an m

anyon on the plaquettes at each end is shown in blue.

stabilizer code suitable for use as a quantum memory. This model has been the

focus of much research and there are a variety of comprehensive reviews available

such as Kitaev (2003) and Browne (2014).

2.2.1 The Hamiltonian

The surface and toric codes are models of qubits or spin-1/2 particles on the

vertices of an L×L square lattice. The surface code has open boundary conditions

and the toric code has periodic boundary conditions, i.e. defined on the surface

of a torus. The lattice length L is always odd for the surface code and even for
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

the toric code. The Hamiltonians of both models are given by

H = −
∑

b

Bb −
∑

w

Bw, (2.15)

defined in terms of black Bb and white Bw plaquette operators arranged in an

alternating checker pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.8. These are given by

Bb =
∏

i∈b

σzi (2.16)

and

Bw =
∏

i∈w

σxi , (2.17)

where σx and σz are Pauli operators. The products run over all spins i sur-

rounding the black plaquette b and white plaquette w, respectively. The surface

code has some semi circular plaquettes on the boundary of the model, as shown

in Fig. 2.8 (Left). Operators corresponding to the semicircle plaquettes on the

boundary and square plaquettes in the bulk have support on two and four qubits,

respectively.

It is easy to see that black (2.16) and white (2.17) operators commute with

each other and the Hamiltonian (2.15). Any black operator trivially commutes

with all other black operators as they are built of σz operators, which commute.

The same is true of white operators, built from σx operators. Although σx and

σz operators acting on the same spin anti-commute with each other, any black

operator shares an even number of spins with any white operator, two if they are

neighbouring and zero if they are not. Therefore, they will always commute as

[σxi σ
x
j , σ

z
i σ

z
j ] = 0.

The operators Bb and Bw square to the identity, so they have eigenvalues ±1.

Hence, for each ground state |ψg〉 of the model Bb |ψg〉 = Bw |ψg〉 = |ψg〉 for all b

and w. One such state is

|ψg1〉 =
∏

b

(I +Bw) |000...0〉 . (2.18)

Indeed Bw̃ |ψg1〉 = |ψg1〉, as Bw̃

∏
b(I+Bw) =

∏
b(I+Bw) for all black plaquettes

w̃. Also Bb |ψg1〉 = |ψg1〉, as σx |0〉 = |0〉 and Bb commutes with Bw.
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

The state (2.18) is the only ground state of the Hamiltonian (2.15) on the

infinite plane. However, the toric code with periodic boundary conditions actually

has four degenerate ground states, while the surface code has two. This will be

discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Anyonic Excitations

The surface and toric codes support anyonic excitations at black and white pla-

quettes when the corresponding operators (2.16) and (2.17) have the eigenvalue

−1. Hence, the ground states correspond to the anyonic vacuum. A Pauli rota-

tion of σxi or σzi applied to site i anti-commutes with the two adjacent black or

white operators, respectively, exciting a pair of anyons. A σxi creates a pair of m

anyons on black plaquettes, shown in Fig. 2.8 (Right), while a σzi creates a pair

of e anyons on white plaquettes. An ε anyon is the combination of an m and an

e anyon on neighbouring plaquettes. Therefore, a rotation of σxi σ
z
i = iσyi creates

a pair of ε anyons.

Fusion

The operators Bb and Bw essentially detect the parity of the number of σx and

σz rotations, respectively, on that vertex or plaquette. If two of the same type of

Pauli rotations are applied to spins of the same plaquette, then the eigenvalue of

the corresponding operator will be +1. In other words, if two m or two e anyons

are created on the same plaquette they annihilate or fuse to the vacuum. The

same is true of ε anyons as these are just composite particles made of m and e

anyons.

The anyonic fusion rules of the excitations are

e× e = m×m = ε× ε = 0,

e×m = ε, ε×m = e, ε× e = m,
(2.19)

where 0 is the vacuum. These are Abelian anyons as each pair has a unique fusion

outcome.

Anyons are moved about the lattice by their corresponding Pauli operators.

Each site i is shared by two white plaquettes and two black plaquettes. If there

17



2.2 The Surface and Toric Code
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Figure 2.9: The composition of an open and closed string operator consisting of

σx’s deforms the open string about the path of the closed string.

is already an anyon on one of the plaquettes, then applying the corresponding

Pauli rotation to site i annihilates the existing anyon and creates one at the

other plaquette of the same type. This effectively moves the anyon across the

site. Sequences of rotations on neighbouring spins can be thought of as strings

of operators with anyons at their end points. The m anyons exist at the ends

of strings between black plaquettes, while e anyons are at the ends of strings

between white plaquettes.

A closed loop of Pauli rotations produces no anyonic excitations, as the anyons

at the ends of the string annihilate with each other. A closed loop of σx rotations

around a white plaquette w is equivalent to a Bw operator, while a loop of σz

around a black plaquette b is equivalent to a Bb operator. Closed loops of σx’s

around multiple white plaquettes correspond to the product of the associated

white plaquette operators. These closed loops measure the parity of the number

of strings of the opposite type passing through them. Equivalently, they measure

the parity of the number of anyonic excitations on the enclosed white plaquettes.

The same is true of strings of σz’s around black plaquettes. The product of a

closed loop with a bordering open or closed string of the same type deforms the

string around the plaquettes or vertices bounded by the loop without shifting any

end points. This is shown in Fig. 2.9 for strings of σx operators.

Consider the Hamiltonian (2.15) on the infinite plane. The ground state |ψg1〉
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Figure 2.10: (Left) The exchange of two m anyons is equivalent to acting on an

empty white plaquette with the operator Bw = σx4σ
x
2σ

x
3σ

x
1 . This has an eigenvalue

of +1. (Right) An e anyon is braided around an m anyon with the operator Lz.

This has an eigenvalue of −1.

in (2.18) is the equal weight superposition of all possible string configurations of

closed σx loops. Therefore, acting with any closed loop operator maps between

different configurations in the superposition and returns the same state. This

extends to excited states, which are superpositions of all possible configurations of

open strings with the same end points. From this it is easy to see that the specific

string configuration of operators producing a pattern of anyonic excitations is not

physically significant. Any two configurations with the same end points can be

deformed into each other through the application of closed loop operators and

hence, describe physically equivalent states. Note that on a finite lattice with

open or periodic boundary conditions not all configurations with the same end

points can be deformed into each other in such a way. In this situation string

configurations which can be deformed into one another form equivalence classes

corresponding to different degenerate states. This will be discussed in Section

2.2.3.

Braiding and Exchange Statistics

Take two m anyons, as shown in Fig. 2.10 (Left). Applying the sequence of

rotations Bw = σx4σ
x
2σ

x
3σ

x
1 exchanges the two particles, by acting with a white
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

plaquette operator on a plaquette with no e anyon. This operator has an eigen-

value of +1 for such states, so acts trivially and returns the initial state. A similar

argument holds for the e anyons. Therefore, both m and e anyons have bosonic

mutual exchange statistics.

Although m and e anyons live on different features of the lattice so can not

be exactly exchanged, the exchange statistics can be inferred from fully braiding

one around the other. Take a state |ψ1〉 = OzOx |ψg1〉, where a Oα string operator

is built from a line of σα rotations. The state |ψ1〉 has an m and an e anyon at

the ends of the operators Ox and Oz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.10 (Right).

The e anyon can be braided around the m anyon and back to its original position

with a loop operator Lz composed of σz rotations. This results in a final state

|ψ2〉 = Lz |ψ1〉. The operator Lz shares a single spin with Ox, so {Lz, Ox} = 0. It

also trivially commutes with Oz, [Lz, Oz] = 0. From these commutation relations

and the knowledge that Lx acts trivially on the ground state |ψg1〉, it follows that,

|ψ2〉 = LzOzOx |ψg1〉
= −OzOxLz |ψg1〉
= − |ψ1〉 .

(2.20)

Therefore, the braiding of an m and an e anyon results in a non-trivial topological

phase of −1. From this the exchange of an m and an e is taken to produce a

phase of
√
−1 = i. These exchange statistics are neither fermionic nor bosonic,

they are anyonic.

From the exchange statistics of m and e particles with themselves and each

other the exchange statistics of any anyon with an ε can be deduced. Braiding an

m or e around an ε is equivalent to braiding it around both an m and e anyon.

This has a non-trivial topological phase of −1. Hence, m and e anyons also have

anyonic exchange statistics with ε anyons, producing a phase of i. Similarly, the

exchange of two ε anyons is equivalent to exchanging an m and e with an ε,

which results in a phase of −1. Thus, ε anyons have fermionic mutual exchange

statistics.

Finally the spin of each anyon can be calculated. The m and e anyons have

trivial bosonic spin, as they cannot be rotated. On the other hand, ε anyons are

rotated by transporting the constituent e anyon around the m anyon through the
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Figure 2.11: An e and an m anyon on neighbouring plaquettes form an ε anyon.

This can be rotated with the plaquette operator Bb = σz1σ
z
2σ

z
3σ

z
4 applied to the

plaquette supporting the m anyon. This has an eigenvalue of −1.

application of a plaquette operator Bb = σz1σ
z
2σ

z
3σ

z
4, as shown in Fig. 2.11. This

operator acts on a plaquette supporting an m anyon and produces a phase of −1.

Transporting the m around the e gives the same result. Rotating a spin s particle

by an angle 2π produces a phase factor of e−i2πs Bradlyn & Read (1992). Hence,

ε anyons are spin 1/2 fermionic particles.

To summaries, m and e particles have bosonic mutual exchange and spin

statistics, but have non-trivial anyonic exchange statistics with each other and

with ε anyons. The ε particles have fermionic mutual exchange and spin statistics.

2.2.3 The Surface and Toric Code as Stabilizer Codes

The surface and toric codes are stabilizer codes Brown et al. (2016); Browne

(2014). A stabilizer code is a quantum error correcting code consisting of n phys-

ical qubits, k encoded logical qubits and n− k independent stabilizer generators.

The stabilizer generators are the generators of the stabilizer group, the set of n-

qubit Pauli operators which leave the encoded logical states invariant. The state

space spanned by the encoded logical states is called the code space.

Initially, consider the toric code with periodic boundary conditions on an L×L
lattice. This has L2 = n physical qubits. The stabilizer generators are the black
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

and white plaquette operators. There are L2/2 black operators and the same

number of white operators. However, the products of all Bb or Bw are

∏

b

= Bb = I,
∏

w

Bw = I. (2.21)

Note, this is not true on a lattice with open boundary conditions where all Bb

and Bw are independent of one another. In order to make the operators inde-

pendent on the periodic lattice, one black and one white plaquette operator must

be removed from the set of generators. Therefore, there are L2 − 2 = n − k

independent stabilizer generators. This implies there are 2 = k encoded logical

qubits with 4 logical operators Sz1 , Sx1 , Sz2 and Sx2 . The encoded states of the

model must be invariant under the application of any element of the stabilizer

group. In other words they are ground states of the model. Anyonic excitations

correspond to errors in the quantum error correcting code.

The logical operators must commute with all elements of the stabilizer group,

while not being elements of the group themselves. This ensures that acting with

a logical operator on a state in the code space returns another distinct state

in the code space. They must also obey the usual anti-commutation relations,

{Sz1 , Sx1} = 0 and {Sz2 , Sx2} = 0. The Sx1 operator is a string of σx rota-

tions around one of the non-contractible loops of the torus. This is equivalent

to creating a pair of m anyons and transporting them around the loop and an-

nihilating them. The Sx2 operator is a string of σx rotations around the other

non-contractible loop. These operators are shown in Fig. 2.8 (Right). The four

degenerate ground states of the toric code are given by

|ψg1〉 , Sx1 |ψg1〉 = |ψg2〉 , Sx2 |ψg1〉 = |ψg3〉 , Sx1Sx2 |ψg1〉 = |ψg4〉 , (2.22)

where |ψg1〉 is given in (2.18). Each of these states are distinct states in the

code space as they cannot be mapped to one another through applications of

the stabilizer operators. The Sz1 operator is a string of σz rotations around the

opposite non-contractible loop of the torus to Sx1 . It intersects with Sx1 at one

qubit so they satisfy the appropriate anti-commutation relation. The Sz2 operator

is a string of σz rotations around the other loop. These operators are also shown

in Fig. 2.8 (Right). The four logical operators produce a four dimensional Hilbert
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2.2 The Surface and Toric Code

space. The degenerate ground states (2.22) can be written in terms of the encoded

logical qubits as

|ψg1〉 = |0〉L1
⊗ |0〉L2

, |ψg2〉 = |1〉L1
⊗ |0〉L2

,

|ψg3〉 = |0〉L1
⊗ |1〉L2

, |ψg4〉 = |1〉L1
⊗ |1〉L2

,
(2.23)

where the logical operators act as Sxi |0〉Li = |1〉Li , Sxi |1〉Li = |0〉Li , Szi |0〉Li =

|0〉Li and Szi |1〉Li = − |1〉Li . An equivalence class of logical operators which act

in the same way on states in the code space can be produced by multiplying the

logical operators with stabilizer operators. For example, multiplying the operator

Sz1 by a closed contractible loop of σz rotations is equivalent to deforming the

path of Sz1 around the enclosed loops. However, as we saw in Section 2.2.2 the

specific path of an operator is not physically significant and does not change

its effect on the state. This equivalence can also be simply derived from the

commutation relations of the logical operators with the stabilizers

LαSαi |ψgj〉 = Sαi |ψgj〉 , (2.24)

where α ∈ (x, z), i ∈ (1, 2) and j ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4).

Consider now the surface code with open boundary conditions on an L × L
lattice. This has L2 = n physical qubits. The stabilizer generators are the

black and white plaquette operators. There are (L2 − 1)/2 black operators and

the same number of white operators. Unlike the toric code all Bb and Bw are

independent of one another. Therefore, there are L2 − 1 = n − k independent

stabilizer generators. This implies there is 1 = k encoded logical qubits with

2 logical operators Sz and Sx. Similar to the toric code, the encoded states of

the model are ground states and anyonic excitations correspond to errors in the

quantum error correcting code.

The logical operator Sx is a string of σx rotations connecting the top and

bottom edges of the lattice. The logical operator Sz is a string of σz rotations

connecting the left and right edges of the lattice. These operators are shown in

Fig. 2.8 (Left). The operator Sx is equivalent to creating an m anyon at the top

or bottom edge of the lattice and annihilating it at the opposite edge. Note, m

anyons can be created and annihilated at the top and bottom edges of the lattice,

while e anyons can be created and annihilated at left and right edges. This is
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2.3 String-nets and Walker-Wang models

clear from examination of the checked pattern of the surface code and the specific

boundary conditions imposed by the configuration of semicircular plaquettes at

the edges.

The logical operators of the surface code share much of the same analy-

sis as those of the toric code. They obey the same anti-commutation rela-

tions, {Sz, Sx} = 0. They produce only two degenerate ground states |ψg1〉 and

Sx |ψg1〉 = |ψg2〉, where |ψg1〉 is given in (2.18). These again can be written in

terms of the encoded logical qubits as |ψg1〉 = |0〉L and |ψg2〉 = |1〉L, such that

Sx |0〉L = |1〉L, Sx |1〉L = |0〉L, Sz |0〉L = |0〉L and Sz |1〉L = − |1〉L. Similarly to

the toric code, an equivalence class of logical operators which act in the same

way on states in the code space can be produced through multiplication with

stabilizer operators.

The surface and toric codes provide models for possible quantum memories,

as the encoded logical states (2.23) are topologically protected. In order to move

from one state to another anyonic excitations must be created and transported

around a non-trivial loop of the torus. For sufficiently low error probability this

provides increasing protection for states with larger system size Browne (2014).

However, it is not able to accomplish universal quantum computation as this

an Abelian model and the logical operators produce only phases. Non-Abelian

anyons are necessary in order to achieve universal quantum computation, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.1.2.

2.3 String-nets and Walker-Wang models

String-nets Levin & Wen (2005) and Walker-Wang models Walker & Wang (2012)

are trivalent lattice models in 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensions, respectively. The

links of the lattice take charges corresponding to irreducible representations of a

particular group G. The corresponding operators in the Hamiltonian are built

from combinations of F (2.6) and R-moves (2.11). String-nets give rise to anyonic

emergent quasiparticles. In fact any anyon model in (2 + 1) can be produced

by a string-net with the appropriate group algebra applied to the links. For

example, the Z2 surface code and toric code correspond to Z2 string-nets with
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2.3 String-nets and Walker-Wang models

distinct boundary conditions. The point-like excitations of Walker-Wang models

are fermionic or bosonic.

This section is broken down as follows. Section 2.3.1 provides a brief overview

of the general form of the Hamiltonians, introducing the vertex and plaquette

operators. It also discusses the form of the ground states and excited states.

Section 2.3.2 defines the reduced density matrices of models with topologically

trivial and non-trivial bipartitions. These formulae are used in Chapter 3 to

calculate the interaction distance (2.34) of various anyon models.

2.3.1 Hamiltonians

String-nets and Walker-Wang models are trivalent lattice models in 2 + 1 and

3 + 1 dimensions, respectively. They describe the behaviour of anyons through

the use of F and R-moves. Each link of the lattice has an orientation and a spin

located on it which can be in N different states labelled by i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.

Each spin state corresponds to an anyonic charge in C, given in Section 2.1.1 as

the irreducible representation of a group G. A spin in state i corresponds to a

string of type i occupying the link orientated in the same direction as the link.

The string of type 0 corresponds to the vacuum charge.

The string-net/Walker-Wang Hamiltonian is given by

H = −
∑

v

Qv −
∑

p

Wp, (2.25)

where the sums run over all vertices v and plaquettes p of the lattice. The vertex

operator Qv acts on the three links a, b and c adjacent to the vertex v and has

eigenvalues

δabc =

{
1, if N c

ab 6= 0

0, if N c
ab = 0

, (2.26)

where N c
ab defines the fusion algebra of anyonic charges given in (2.1) as the group

operation of G. Hence, Qv ensures the ground state string configurations of the

model obey the fusion algebra (2.1). The Qv operator is also called the charge

operator as it detects whether there is an open string with anyonic charge at the

vertex v.
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2.3 String-nets and Walker-Wang models

The plaquette operator is given by

Wp =
N−1∑

i=0

di
D2

W i
p, (2.27)

where W i
p acts by fusing a string of type i around the plaquette p through a

series of F and R-moves. The specific form of this operator depends on the

lattice geometry and dimensionality of the model. This will not be discussed

here as it is not relevant to the work presented in Chapter 3. For a more in

depth look at these Hamiltonians the reader should consult Levin & Wen (2005);

Walker & Wang (2012). The plaquette operator is also called the flux operator as

it measures the magnetic flux through a plaquette. The ground state corresponds

to the state with no magnetic flux.

From equations (2.26) and (2.27) the ground states of these models are the

superposition of all possible closed string configurations allowed by the fusion

algebra of the model. This is comparable to the ground states of the toric code

presented in Section 2.2.

Excited states are produced by acting on a ground state with an open string

operator, i.e. by fusing a string of a certain type along a path s picking up phases

based on the states of links adjacent to s. Each distinct type of string operator

corresponds to a possible quasiparticle excitation of the model and produces a

particle antiparticle pair of excitations at the end points of the path s. Thus,

they encode the anyonic fusion and braiding statistics of the excitations through

a series of F and R-moves. Again the specific form of these operators depends

on the lattice geometry and dimensionality and will not be discussed here. Ex-

cited states are the superposition of all open string configurations with the same

quasiparticle excitation pattern.

The anyon model described by the excitations of string-nets and Walker-Wang

models depends on the groupG. For example, aG = Z2 string-net with C = {0, 1}
and fusion defined by addition modulo 2 describes the same anyon model as the

toric code. The Z2 string-net supports e anyons on the vertices, m anyons on the

plaquettes and ε fermions across neighbouring vertices and plaquettes. Although

the lattice geometries are different, the anyonic fusion and exchange statistics

they describe are identical.
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2.3 String-nets and Walker-Wang models

Figure 2.12: A topologically non-trivial toroidal cut of a Walker-Wang model Bul-

livant & Pachos (2016).

2.3.2 Reduced Density Matrix

Chapter 3 calculates the interaction distance, presented in Section 2.4.3, of string-

nets and Walker-Wang models for a variety of groups G. An important quantity

for these calculations is the reduced density matrix ρ.

Take the ground state |Ψ〉 of a string-net or Walker-Wang model partitioned

into two regions A and B. The Schmidt decomposition is given by |Ψ〉 =∑
a λa |Ψa

A〉 |Ψa
b〉 Bullivant & Pachos (2016); Li & Haldane (2008), where a in-

dexes all possible string configurations on the boundary ∂A. It is clear that the

eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix ρ = trB(|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|) Peschel & Chung

(2011); Peschel & Eisler (2009) are determined by the probability |λa|2 of hav-

ing a certain boundary configuration a of strings. As shown in Section 2.3.1 the

ground state is the superposition of all configurations of closed loops. Therefore,

for a topologically trivial boundary, such as all boundaries in 2 + 1 dimensions or

a sphere in 3 + 1 dimensions, all strings in a fuse to the vacuum. The associated

probabilities |λa|2 are calculated in Bullivant & Pachos (2016) and the eigenvalues

of the reduced density matrix are given by

ρa =

∏
j∈a dxj

D2(|∂A|−b0)
, (2.28)

where the 0-th Betti number b0 is the number of disjoint components of the

boundary and |∂A| is the number of strings crossing the boundary of A.
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2.4 Interactions in Quantum Many-Body Systems

For Walker-Wang models in 3 + 1 dimensions it is possible to take partitions

with non-trivial boundary topology. For example, take the boundary of A to be

topologically equivalent to a torus. Among the allowed string configurations in

the ground state is a braiding of loops with charges x and y supported in A and

B respectively. A non zero Szxy defined in (2.14) allows for the existence of a

charge z connecting x and y, piercing ∂A, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The associated

probabilities are calculated in Bullivant & Pachos (2016) and the eigenvalues of

the reduced density matrix are now given by

ρaz =

∏
j∈az dxj
D2|∂A| , (2.29)

where az labels a boundary configuration fusing to the charge z. Note, only non-

Abelian groups G can support configurations with z 6= 0 as products of anyonic

charges in Abelian groups have single fusion outcomes.

2.4 Interactions in Quantum Many-Body Sys-

tems

This section initially provides an overview of free fermion systems. It focuses on

properties of the energy and entanglement spectrum that all free fermion systems

have in common. These properties are used to define the interaction distance DF

Meichanetzidis et al. (2018); Turner et al. (2017), a measure of how interacting

a many-body state is. An interaction distance of DF = 0 suggests the state has

an effective description in terms of free fermions. This could hint at new ways to

simulate or solve originally interacting systems with simple free representations.

Chapter 3 uses DF to study a variety of anyon models.

This section is broken down as follows. Section 2.4.1 defines the general form

of the Hamiltonian for free fermion systems and discusses interesting properties

of the energy spectrum. Section 2.4.2 details the form of the entanglement spec-

trum and reduced density matrix of free fermion systems. Finally, Section 2.4.3

defines the interaction distance of a many-body state in terms of the correspond-

ing reduced density matrix.
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2.4.1 Free Fermion systems

Consider a system of free fermions on a lattice with N sites. Each site, indexed

by i, is either occupied by a fermion, |1〉i, or unoccupied, |0〉i, These states

are encoded by fermion creation ψ†i and annihilation ψi operators, such that

|1〉i = ψ†i |0〉i, |0〉i = ψi |1〉i and ψ†i |1〉i = ψi |0〉i = 0. The entire lattice encodes a

2N dimensional Hilbert space.

Hamiltonians of free fermion systems contain terms which are quadratic in

fermion operators, i.e. terms which are products of two fermionic operators.

They have the general form

H =
N∑

i,j=1

(
αijψ

†
iψj + βijψiψj + γiψ

†
iψi + h.c.

)
, (2.30)

where ψ†iψj + ψiψ
†
j are fermionic hopping terms representing the potential for

fermions to hop between sites i and j. The system could be coupled to an external

bath producing superconducting terms ψiψj +ψ†iψ
†
j characterising the possibility

for the exchange of pairs of fermions with the bath. The local chemical potential

terms ψ†iψi define an energy cost associated to occupying a site i.

This Hamiltonian can be diagonalised by an N dimensional unitary transfor-

mation detailed in Lieb et al. (1961) to give

H =
N∑

i=1

εiψ̃
†
i ψ̃i, (2.31)

where ψ̃†i and ψ̃i are linear transformations of the initial fermion operators.

From (2.31) the energy spectrum of a free fermion system has a specific form

Ef
k (ε) = ε0 +

N∑

i=1

εini(k), (2.32)

where ni(k) ∈ {0, 1} is the eigenvalue of ψ̃†i ψ̃i and gives the free fermion mode

occupation pattern for each many-body state k. The εi are the single-particle

energies corresponding to each mode and ε0 is the energy of the vacuum state.
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2.4.2 Entanglement spectrum

Take a free fermion system in the ground state partitioned into two parts A and B.

The reduced density matrix is given by ρ = e−H
ent

where Hent is the entanglement

Hamiltonian Li & Haldane (2008); Peschel & Chung (2011). The spectrum of the

entanglement Hamiltonian, also known as the entanglement spectrum Eent
a , has

the same form as the spectrum of the full Hamiltonian (2.32) Meichanetzidis et al.

(2018); Pachos & Papić (2018); Peschel & Eisler (2009); Turner et al. (2017).

Therefore, the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix ρa = e−E
ent
a take the

form

ρa = exp

(
−ε0 −

N∑

i=1

εini(a)

)
, (2.33)

where ni(a) ∈ {0, 1} gives the mode occupation pattern for each level a of the

entanglement spectrum. The εi are the single-particle energies corresponding to

each mode and ε0 is the energy of the vacuum state.

2.4.3 Interaction distance

Interaction distance, DF , is a measure of how far a given state is from any free

state Meichanetzidis et al. (2018); Turner et al. (2017). It is defined as DF =

minσ∈FD(ρ, σ), the minimal trace distance D(ρ, σ) between the reduced density

matrix ρ of a bipartitioned system and the manifold F of all possible free-fermion

reduced density matrices, σ. Interaction distance can be written as Turner et al.

(2017)

DF(ρ) =
1

2
min
{ε}

∑

a

|ρa − σa(ε)|, (2.34)

where ρa and σa are the eigenvalues of ρ and σ, respectively, arranged in decreas-

ing order. As the state corresponding to σ is free, the eigenvalues σa take the form

(2.33). The minimisation in (2.34) is over all possible sets of single-particle en-

ergies {εi}. Clearly, DF is dominated by the lowest energies of the entanglement

spectrum as σa decays exponentially with increasing energy Eent
a .

The next chapter studies the interaction distance of various anyon models

by considering the entanglement spectra of sting-nets and Walker-Wang models

presented in Section 2.3.2. In particular the Z2 string-net corresponding to the Z2
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surface code or toric code is identified as having DF = 0. This suggests that they

have a free fermion representation. Such representations are explored in Chapter

4.

2.5 Summary

This chapter provided a brief introduction to a wide range of topics concerning

anyon models and interaction distance. This started with a summary of anyon

models, focusing on their fusion and braiding statistics. The toric code was then

reviewed, a specific example of a lattice model supporting anyonic excitations.

This was followed by a short review of string-nets and Walker-Wang models along

with the properties of their reduced density matrices. Finally, the interaction

distance was defined as the minimal trace distance between the reduced density

matrix of a state and the manifold of all free-fermion reduced density matrices.

All of these areas will be relevant in Chapter 3 when the interaction distance

of string-nets and Walker-Wang models is used to quantify the role of interactions

in anyon models.
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Chapter 3

Interactions in string-nets and

Walker-Wang models

This chapter addresses the problem of quantifying the role of interactions in gen-

eral classes of topological states of matter in 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensions by using

the interaction distance DF Turner et al. (2017) as a measure of the distinguisha-

bility of these states from free-fermion states. Specifically, string-nets Levin &

Wen (2005) and Walker-Wang models Walker & Wang (2012) defined with a

selection of Abelian and non-Abelian groups are considered here. Even though

these models have excitations that exhibit anyonic statistics all topological states

of certain models can be exactly described by free fermions. The distribution of

DF values for the states of these models shows that some models saturate the

maximum possible DF , while others have states that are Gaussian states with

DF = 0.

While the interaction distance DF is defined in (2.34) for a quantum state, it

can be redefined as the thermal interaction distance Dth
F Pachos & Papić (2018)

allowing one to probe the full energy spectrum of a system, as seen in Section

4.1.1. The study of interaction distance presented in this Chapter suggests there

is a wide range of models with possible free fermion representations. This is

used in Chapter 4 along with an investigation of the thermal interaction distance

to motivate the search for local unitary mappings of the Z2 surface and toric

code to free fermions and free fermions coupled to fermionic symmetry operators,

respectively.
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This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 calculates the interaction

distance of string-nets with a variety of finite groups parametrising the edges of

the lattice. Section 3.1.1 shows that Abelian ZN string-nets have flat entangle-

ment spectra with degeneracy N . The distribution of the interaction distance of

Z2 string-nets shows that they all either admit a free-fermion description for any

partition if N = 2n, n ∈ N, or maximise DF for a large fraction of the partitions

if N 6= 2n. The set of string-nets with DF = 0 includes the Z2 string-net, which

is equivalent to the Z2 surface or toric code. This is used in Section 4.1 when

discussing the free fermion signatures of these models. Section 3.1.2 numerically

calculates the interaction distance of the non-Abelian SU(2)k string-nets for all

levels 2 ≤ k ≤ 20. The interaction distance of all such models is found to be

DF 6= 0. This implies it is not possible to find a free fermion description of

these non-Abelian string-net models. Section 3.2 then studies the interaction

distance of Walker-Wang models, comparing the interaction distance of different

partitions. It is shown that the interaction distance of non-Abelian Walker-Wang

models depends not only on the size of the cut but also on the topology of the

partition.

3.1 String-nets

This section calculates the interaction distance for a wide range of string-nets.

The eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix for any string-net are given by

(2.28). Thus allowing one to determine analytically the entanglement spectra of

all string-net models, Abelian or non-Abelian, and for any partition.

3.1.1 Abelian

Initially consider a string-net with the irreducible representations of an Abelian

group ZN parametrising the edges of the lattice bipartitioned into A and B. Fig.

3.1 (Left) shows an example of such a bipartition. These models have dx = 1

Bonderson (2007) for all x ∈ C and thus D =
√
N from (2.10). According

to (2.28) the corresponding reduced density matrix ρ̄(χ) for any bipartition of

the ground state has a flat spectrum with degeneracy χ = Nk and eigenvalues
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Figure 3.1: (Left) The string-net model on a honeycomb lattice with a bipartition

into A and B. For this bipartition |∂A| = 10 and b0 = 1. A configuration of

charges xj is depicted at the links of the boundary ∂A. (Right, Top) Distribution

P (DF) of the interaction distance for varying |∂A|. (Inset) The dots represent the

numerically obtained interaction distance as a function of |∂A|. (Right, Bottom).

Plot of DF for SU(2)k against k for a partition with |∂A| = 3.

ρ̄a = 1/χ = 1/Nk for all a, where k = |∂A| − b0, the 0-th Betti number b0 is

the number of disjoint components of the boundary ∂A and |∂A| is the number

of strings crossing ∂A. In fact equation (2.28) can be generalised to give the

eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix for a bipartition of any eigenstate of

the model as

ρac =

∏
j∈ac dxj
D2|∂A|−b0

, (3.1)

where ac labels boundary configurations which fuse to the charge c. From (3.1)

it is clear that the reduced density matrix of a bipartition of any excited state of

a Zn string-net is the same as that of the ground state.

In order to find the optimal free model corresponding to the minimal DF for

a flat probability spectrum, with ρ̄a = 1/χ for all a, let n be the greatest integer

such that 2n ≤ χ. Assume that the optimal free fermion spectrum is of the form

σansatz ' diag
(
χ−1, . . . , χ−1, p, . . . , p

)
, (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Interaction distance DF(ρ̄) for flat spectra of rank N . The solid blue

line is the analytical upper bound given in (3.3). The dashed line is the maximal

value Dmax
F . The dots are results of numerical optimisation and coincide with the

analytic upper bound.

where there are 2n entries for each value χ−1 and p. The normalisation tr(σansatz) =

1 implies p = 2−n−χ−1. The trace distance D(ρ̄(χ), σansatz) forms an upper bound

for DF(ρ̄(χ)) given in Meichanetzidis et al. (2018) as

DF(ρ̄(χ)) ≤ 3− χ

2n
− 2n+1

χ
. (3.3)

To evaluate D(ρ̄(χ), σansatz) the spectrum of ρ̄(χ) is padded with zeros until ρ̄

and σansatz have the same number of entries. This procedure is always viable as

it leaves the entropy invariant Turner et al. (2017).

In Meichanetzidis et al. (2018) the upper bound (3.3) is found to be in agree-

ment with the numerically computed DF(ρ̄(χ)), as shown in Fig. 3.2. Numerical

minimisation for values up to χ = 28 never finds results below the analytic upper

bound making a convincing case that the upper bound is the exact result. The

upper bound is also shown analytically to be equal to DF(ρ̄(χ)) for χ ≤ 6. Hence,

the upper bound of (3.3) is assumed to be exactly DF(ρ̄(χ)) from here on.

From (3.3) the maximum of the interaction distance is Dmax
F = 3− 2

√
2. This

maximum is approached by rational approximations χ/2n of
√

2 for increasing n,

as shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution P (a) for varying k in the cases of N = 3 and N = 35.

The line is the analytic result P (a) = 1. The markers are numerical results for a

sample up to k = 215 − 1.

Returning to ZN string-nets, the case when N = 2n can be exactly described

by fermionic zero modes. For any boundary size |∂A| the interaction distance

is exactly DF = 0. Hence, the eigenstates of these models are Gaussian states.

This is a surprising result as anyonic quasiparticles are expected to emerge in

interacting systems. Nevertheless, the optimal free models are not necessarily

local and their energy spectrum is not necessarily given by filling of single fermion

modes. The case N = 2 corresponds to the toric code Kitaev (2003), presented

in Section 2.2. A free fermionic representation of the toric model is the A phase

of Kitaev’s honeycomb model Kitaev (2006) reviewed in Section 5.1.5. Chapter

4 demonstrates that it is possible to find a local unitary transformation mapping

the Z2 surface code Bombin & Martin-Delgado (2007); Bravyi et al. (2017) (the

open boundary version of the toric code) to free fermions and presents its explicit

form. It also presents the explicit form of a local unitary transformation mapping

the toric code to free fermions with an interacting fermionic parity operator.

On the other hand, when N 6= 2n, DF is always non-zero. In particular, its

value depends on the size |∂A| and the number of disjoint components b0 of the

partition boundary. Its behaviour can be investigated by studying the distribution

P (DF) of DF by varying k ∈ N for a certain model ZN . An intermediate step in
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the calculation of P (DF) is finding the density function for P (a), where a = log2 χ

(mod 1) = log2N
k (mod 1) is a variable describing the position of χ between

powers of 2.

If N 6= 2n then log2N is irrational. This implies a = k log2N (mod 1) for

each k, which uniformly samples the interval [0, 1] and hence P (a) = 1 over that

interval. Fig. 3.3 compares this prediction for fixed N against a sample of k up

to 215 − 1. Assuming (3.3) is an equality, the interaction distance can be written

as DF(ρ̄(χ)) ≤ 3− 2a − 21−a.

From the distribution P (a) and the relation P (DF) = P (a)(dDF
da

)−1 the dis-

tribution P (DF), for fixed N , is given by,

P (DF) =
2/ ln 2√

1 +DF(DF − 6)
. (3.4)

Surprisingly, this is independent of N . Hence, there exist partitions that asymp-

totically maximise DF for all N 6= 2n, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Right, Top). There-

fore, all ZN Abelian string-nets either admit a free-fermion description for any

partition or they maximise DF for a large fraction of the partitions.

3.1.2 Non-Abelian

Next consider non-Abelian string-net models. For concreteness, take the finite

group to be SU(2)k for various levels k ≥ 2. This group gives rise to string-net

models that support a large class of non-Abelian anyons, such as the Ising anyons

for k = 2, with statistics similar to Majorana fermions, or the Fibonacci anyons

for k = 3, that are universal for quantum computation Pachos (2012); Trebst et al.

(2008). The interaction distance for a boundary around a single vertex that has

|∂A| = 3 is considered here for simplicity. The interaction distance for all k ≤ 20

is found numerically to be DF 6= 0, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Right, Bottom). Hence,

it is not possible to find a free fermion description of these non-Abelian string-

net models. This suggests interactions are necessary for non-Abelian anyons in

these stabilizer fixed point Hamiltonians. Interestingly non-Abelian Ising anyons

occur in the Kitaev honeycomb model, reviewed in Section 5.1, which has a

representation in terms of free fermions coupled to a Z2 gauge field.
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Figure 3.4: A plot of DF against k-level for a toroidal and a topologically trivial

partition, both with |∂A| = 3.

3.2 Walker-Wang Models

While the string-net models can be directly generalised to three spatial dimen-

sions, a more powerful generalisation is in terms of the Walker-Wang mod-

els Walker & Wang (2012). These models allow non-trivial braiding of the charges

giving a rich behaviour in their bulk and at their boundary von Keyserlingk &

Burnell (2015); von Keyserlingk et al. (2013).

The entanglement spectrum for topologically trivial cuts of a Walker-Wang

model can be found in the same way as for string-nets given by (2.28). Parti-

tions with trivial boundary topology have the same entanglement spectrum, and

hence interaction distance as string-nets with the same group structure. Nev-

ertheless, partitions with non-trivial boundary topology reveal novel correlation

properties Bullivant & Pachos (2016). To identify their effect on the interaction

distance take the region A with a boundary topologically equivalent to a torus,

as shown in Fig. 2.12. Among the allowed configurations in the ground state

is a braiding of loops with charges x and y supported in A and B respectively,

connected by a string of charge z piercing ∂A Bullivant & Pachos (2016). Thus,

the probability spectrum should now encode information about the non-trivial

braiding of the charges. The eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix are now

given by (2.29). Fig. 3.4 shows DF for a toroidal cut compared to a trivial cut of
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non-Abelian SU(2)k Walker-Wang models as a function of the level k ≥ 2, where

|∂A| = 3. It is clear that the interaction distance depends not only on the size of

the cut but also on the topology of ∂A. Its non-zero value indicates the necessity

of interactions for the existence of non-Abelian topological order also in these

three dimensional stabilizer fixed point Hamiltonians.

3.3 Conclusions

This chapter has quantified the effect of interactions in states of topological phases

of matter 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensions. It was found that in string-nets, the size of

the partition boundary plays a role in determining the value of DF , but not its

geometry. For Walker-Wang models the topology of the boundary also becomes

relevant.

Surprisingly, all states of both the Z2n string-nets and Walker-Wang models

have DF = 0 for any bipartition. It was also demonstrated by studying the

distribution P (DF) of DF that all ZN string-nets and Walker-Wang models, with

N 6= 2n, maximise DF for a large fraction of the partitions. The interaction

distance was found to be DF 6= 0 for the non-Abelian SU(2)k string-nets and

Walker-Wang models for 2 ≤ k ≤ 20. This seems to suggest that interactions are

necessary for the emergence of excitations with non-Abelian anyonic statistics in

these string-nets and Walker-Wang models.

More generally, this work makes use of the interaction distance to find models

with possible fermionic representations, which could be employed to solve these

quantum Hamiltonians. This is possible if a system has DF = 0 for all possible

bipartitions and in all eigenstates, while at the same time the energy spectrum

is also free. Note that DF = 0 in all eigenstates can be compatible with anyon

statistics because the latter only emerges when one interpolates adiabatically

between different sectors of the conserved charges of the model Lahtinen & Pachos

(2009a).

This work is will prove to be significant for the study of fermionic representa-

tions of the Z2 surface and toric codes in Chapter 4. Interestingly, even though the

individual states and energy spectra are free, one must introduce highly non-local
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interacting excitation operators in order to encode the exotic anyonic statistics

of the models.
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Chapter 4

Free fermion representation of

the topological surface code

Investigation of the toric code’s eigenstates in terms of the interaction distance

Turner et al. (2017), presented in Chapter 3, showed that they are equivalent

to free fermion states Meichanetzidis et al. (2018). This chapter will show there

is a more general equivalence. Not only are all eigenstates of the toric code

Gaussian states having entanglement spectra given in terms of free fermions,

but the energy spectrum has a similar decomposition in terms of single particle

energies. Hence, it is expected that a unitary transformation exists that maps

the toric code to a free fermion Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, a free fermion system

can support neither anyonic statistics nor eigenstates with non-trivial topological

entanglement entropy. Hence, these properties have to be encoded non-trivially

in the unitary transformation that maps between these two physically different

models.

This chapter demonstrates that indeed it is possible to find a unitary trans-

formation US that maps the surface code to free fermions and presents its explicit

form. It also presents the explicit form of a unitary transformation UT map-

ping the toric code to free fermions with an interacting fermionic parity operator,

which ensures the excitations of the model are created in pairs, as in the toric

code. These transformations comprise of products of C4 Clifford rotations You

et al. (2016) that act on each plaquette, and are directly generalisable to arbitrary

size systems. The resulting system of the surface code transformation consists of
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free fermion modes with local chemical potentials, that encode the single parti-

cle excitations of the plaquettes, and of a single zero energy fermion mode that

does not appear in the Hamiltonian, encoding the logical state of the model. The

quasiparticle excitations of the toric code on the other hand always come in pairs.

Therefore, as the unitary transformation is isospectral, it cannot map the toric

code to a system of this form. The fermionic description of the toric code needs

to be highly non-local in order to give rise to non-trivial topological order Yao

& Qi (2010), articulated here by a non-local fermionic parity operator (Z2 sym-

metrisation) coupled to the fermionic modes of the system. This ensures any

excitations are created in pairs, thus fixing the isospectral nature of the transfor-

mation. The fermionic system also has an extra zero mode encoding the second

logical qubit of the toric code. The possibility to transform the surface code to

free fermions could have a variety of applications, e.g. in condensed matter, by

dissecting the way anyonic statistics emerge, or in quantum information, as free

fermion systems and their manipulation have a very efficient descriptions Bravyi

(2004); Bravyi et al. (2017).

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 shows the Z2 surface and

toric code are representable in terms of free fermions. It also provides the specific

form of these representations by studying the stabilizer group structure of the

models. Section 4.2 explicitly presents the local unitary transformations US and

UT that map between the surface and toric code, respectively, and their fermionic

counterparts for arbitrary size systems. Section 4.3 studies the resulting models

showing how the states of the models split into “dynamic” and “zero” (or “log-

ical”) modes. Section 4.4 looks at how string operators transform between the

systems. It is demonstrated how the mapping keeps endpoints of anyonic string

operators fixed, while extending their support into the dynamic and logical modes

of the fermionic systems. Finally, it is shown that highly non-local interacting

operators are required to encode the anyonic excitation statistics of the surface

and toric code in excitations of the fermion models.
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4.1 Free Fermion Signature

4.1 Free Fermion Signature

This section details the properties of the Z2 surface and toric code which suggest

they are representable in terms of free fermions. The interaction distance DF

Meichanetzidis et al. (2018); Turner et al. (2017) is used to study the entanglement

and energy spectra and show that they both exactly correspond to those of free

fermions. The stabilizer groups of both the surface and toric code are then shown

to be isomorphic to groups generated by commuting Pauli operators, thus giving

a description of the form of the unitarily equivalent fermion models.

4.1.1 Entanglement and Energy Spectra

This section considers the entanglement and energy spectra of the Z2 surface

and toric code. The entanglement spectrum can be studied with the interaction

distance DF = minσ∈FD(ρ, σ) Meichanetzidis et al. (2018); Turner et al. (2017),

defined in Section 2.4.3 as the minimal trace distance D(ρ, σ) of a given reduced

density matrix ρ to the manifold F of all Gaussian density matrices (2.34). Sec-

tion 3.1 calculates the interaction distance all eigenstates of the Z2 surface and

toric code to be DF = 0 for any possible bipartition.

The energy spectrum {Ek} of a system can be probed with the thermal in-

teraction distance Dth
F = minσ∈FD(ρth(β), σ) Pachos & Papić (2018), defined

as the minimal trace distance D(ρth(β), σ) of a given thermal density matrix

ρth(β) = 1
Z
e−βH to the manifold F of all Gaussian density matrices, where

Z = tr(e−βH) is the partition function, H is the Hamiltonian and T = 1
β

is

the temperature. The eigenvalues of ρth have the form ρth
k = 1

Z
e−βEk . The energy

spectrum of free states takes the form (2.32). For the surface and toric code,

the energy spectrum is given by the syndrome pattern of anyonic excitations at

plaquettes. These excitations all have the same energy contribution, as seen from

(2.15). Thus, the spectrum of the surface code can be reproduced with a set

of L2 − 1 single particle energies {εj}, corresponding to the L2 − 1 plaquettes

of the L × L surface code, arranged in all possible occupation patterns. Simi-

larly, the spectrum of the toric code can be reproduced with a set of L2 single

particle energies, corresponding to the L2 plaquettes of the L × L toric code,

arranged in all possible occupation patterns with even total occupation number.
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The total occupation must be equal as all excitations in toric code are created

in pairs. Therefore, the thermal interaction distance of these codes is Dth
F = 0.

This implies the codes are isospectral to free fermion systems, suggesting there

should exist unitary transformations, U , mapping the codes to such isospectral

free fermion models.

4.1.2 Group Structure

This section studies the stabilizer group structure of the Z2 surface and toric

code, presented in Section 2.2.3, to find the form of the fermionic models they

map to. Section 2.2.3 gives the generators of the surface code stabilizer group

as the set of all black Bb (2.16) and white Bw (2.17) plaquette operators. These

plaquette operators all square to one and commute with each other. This group

is isomorphic to a group generated by a set of commuting Pauli operators,

〈
Bp|B2

p = BλBηBλBη = I
〉 ∼=

〈
σzi∀i=1,...,|P|

〉
, (4.1)

where P is the set of all plaquettes on the lattice. This suggests it should be

possible to map each plaquette operator of the surface code to a single free fermion

mode.

The toric code has the added restriction that the product of all plaquette

operators supported on a black, Bb, or white, Bw, plaquette, respectively, must

be equal to the identity. Therefore, the set of stabilizer generators is two smaller

than the set of all plaquettes P . The group generated by these operators is

isomorphic to a group generated by a set of commuting Pauli operators two

smaller than |P|,
〈
Bp|B2

p = BλBηBλBη =
∏

p∈Pb

Bp =
∏

p∈Pw

Bp = I

〉
∼=
〈
σzi∀i=1,...,|P|−2

〉
, (4.2)

where Pb and Pw are the set of all black and white plaquettes, respectively. The

resulting group generated by the Pauli operators in (4.2) will be one quarter the

size of that in (4.1), for a fixed |P|. All plaquette operators in the toric code

will be mapped to free fermion modes, except one black and one white operator

which will each be mapped to fermionic parity operators over the set of all black
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and white modes, respectively. These symmetry terms are a result of the periodic

boundary conditions of the toric code and the fact that excitations in the code

are created in pairs. Hence, even though the toric code is isospectral to a free

fermion model, as seen in Section 4.1.1, by studying the group structure of the

code these interacting fermionic parity operators are found to be necessary to

ensure excitations are created in pairs in the transformed model, as they are in

the toric code. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.

4.2 The Transformation

This section presents the transformation of the Z2 surface Bombin & Martin-

Delgado (2007); Bravyi et al. (2017) and toric code Kitaev (2003) to free fermions

and fermions with fermionic parity operators, respectively. The representations

of the codes used here are the ones presented in Section 2.2. However, in order to

see the effect of such transformations on the codes and their operators a specific

form must be chosen for the logical operators of each code. The logical operators

of the L × L surface code Sx and Sz, defined in Section 2.2.3, are chosen to

have support on the L physical qubits along the left and bottom of the lattice,

respectively. This choice is shown for the 3× 3 surface code in Fig. 2.8 (Left).

The toric code logical operators can be chosen arbitrarily as long as Sx1 and Sz2

loop around the same non-contractible loop of the torus, Sz1 and Sx2 loop around

the other, and the appropriate commutation and anti-commutation relations are

obeyed, detailed in Section 2.2.3. For any L × L toric code choose all logical

operators to be of length L and parallel loops Sxi and Szj , where i 6= j to be

a distance L/2 from each other. This choice is shown for the 4 × 4 toric code

in Fig. 2.8 (Right). The logical operators of both codes still form equivalence

classes of logical operators when multiplied with stabilizer operators, as described

in Section 2.2.3.

The surface code Hamiltonian HSC is transformed by the unitary transforma-

tion US, while the toric code Hamiltonian HTC is transformed by UT as

USHSCU †S = HFS

UTHTCU †T = HFT,
(4.3)
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where HFS is a free fermion Hamiltonian and HFT is a fermionic Hamiltonian,

consisting of free fermion terms coupled two interacting fermionic parity opera-

tors.

The explicit forms of the unitaries US and UT are presented here. These

unitaries take a general form suitable for any system size. To achieve this C4

Clifford rotations You et al. (2016) are employed, taking the form,

RC4(σ
[µ]) = exp(

iπ

4
σ[µ]) =

1√
2

(1 + iσ[µ]), (4.4)

where σµi is the Pauli matrix acting on the ith qubit and σ[µ] ≡ σµ1µ2µ3... ≡
σµ1 ⊗ σµ2 ⊗ σµ3 ⊗ ... is the direct product of some set of Pauli matrices. The

action of RC4 on a matrix σ[ν] is given by,

σ[ν] → R†C4
(σ[µ])σ[ν]RC4(σ

[µ])

=

{
σ[ν], if [σ[ν], σ[µ]] = 0,

iσ[ν]σ[µ], if {σ[ν], σ[µ]} = 0.

(4.5)

These rotations can be used to map a collection of spin operators to a spin

operator on a single qubit and the identity everywhere else. For example,

σ[µ]x[ν] RC4
(−σ[µ]y[ν])−−−−−−−−→ −iσ[µ]x[ν]σ[µ]y[ν] = σ[0...]z[0...]

σ[µ]z[ν] RC4
(σ[µ]y[ν])−−−−−−−→ iσ[µ]z[ν]σ[µ]y[ν] = σ[0...]x[0...],

(4.6)

where σ0 = I.
Initially consider the surface code mapping US. The purpose of US is to

transform each plaquette stabilizer, Bp, in HSC to an operator, B̃p = σz = 1−2a†a

Nielsen (2005) on a single free fermion mode or spin, while mapping the logical

operators Sx and Sz to operators S̃x = σx = a† + a and S̃z = σz = 1 − 2a†a

with support on a shared zero mode, not in HFS, and hence separate from those

supporting B̃p operators. The operators a† and a are fermionic creation and

annihilation operators, respectively. The transformation US is split into N + 2

unitaries,

US = UN+2...U2U1, (4.7)

where N = L2− 1 is the number of plaquettes in the L×L surface code. Each of

the U ’s has a similar structure, transforming one of the L2−1 plaquette stabilizers,
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or 2 logical operators into single spin operators. The first N/2 unitary parts,

{U1, ..., UN/2}, correspond to the transformation of black plaquette operators with

support on four qubits, BIV
b = σ[0...]zzzz[0...], or two qubits, BII

b = σ[0...]zz[0...], as

shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and (b). The mappings take the form,

BIV
b

RC4
(σ[0...]yzzz[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]x000[0...] RC4

(−σ[0...]y000[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z000[0...],

BII
b

RC4
(σ[0...]yz[0...])−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]x0[0...] RC4

(−σ[0...]y0[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z0[0...],

(4.8)

where RC4(σ
[0...]yzzz[0...])RC4(−σ[0...]y000[0...]) is one unitary part, U . We label the

resulting operators B̃IV
b = σ[0...]z000[0...] and B̃II

b = σ[0...]z0[0...]. These operators

have support on the top left qubit of the corresponding plaquette b or just the

top qubit for the order two stabilizers. All other Pauli operators in the C4 rotation

are equal to those in the operator being mapped from at each stage, but at this

top left qubit the Pauli operator is replaced with a σy in the first step and a

−σy in the second. There is a lot of freedom in the choice of the specific form

of C4 rotations throughout this section. For example, the first RC4 could have a

−σy and the second could have a σy. This section just presents two particular

collections of C4 rotations that work for the surface and toric code, respectively.

These N/2 unitary parts act in order from the top to bottom row of the lattice.

This ensures that their effect on all other black plaquettes are trivial. The effect of

these unitaries on the white (X) plaquettes, however are non-trivial. Fig. 4.1(b)

and (c) shows that some σx operators of the white plaquettes are mapped to σz

operators by the first N/2 unitaries. These σx operators are those with support

on the same qubits as the σy operators in 4.8, indicated by the blue arrows.

The white plaquette stabilizers are mapped by the next N/2 unitary parts

to σz operators on the bottom right qubit of the plaquette, or the right qubit

in the case of the order two operators. They are mapped individually, each by

their own U in order from the right to left column. The form of the U ’s that

perform this mapping vary depending on the effect of the U ’s corresponding to

the black plaquettes. The mapping (UN/2...U1) acts trivially on the semi circle

plaquette stabilizers on the bottom row of the lattice, as shown in Fig. 4.1(c),

(UN/2...U1)BII
w(U †1 ...U

†
N/2) = BII

w = σ[0...]xx[0...]. For these types of plaquettes the
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Figure 4.1: Mapping of the 3 × 3 surface code under US. (a) Rotations

RC4(σ
[0...]yzzz[0...]) and RC4(−σ[0...]y000[0...]) acting on the top left black plaquette

stabilizer Bb1 are labelled in black on the interior of b1. (b) Blue arrows indicate

the free fermion modes supporting transformed black plaquette stabilizers B̃b.

The letters in parentheses show the form of operators acted on non-trivially by

the rotations. The letters are orange for white plaquettes, red for Sx and green

for Sz. Rotations for the other three black plaquettes are labelled in black in

their interior. (c) The C4 rotations corresponding to the white plaquettes are

labelled in black in their interior. (d) Orange arrows show the positions of free

fermion modes supporting transformed white plaquette stabilizers, B̃w. The ro-

tations mapping (UN ...U1)Sx(U
†
1 ...U

†
N) and (UN ...U1)Sz(U

†
1 ...U

†
N) to a single σx

and σz, respectively, with support on the logical mode are labelled along the left

and bottom of the lattice. (e) Red and green arrows point to the logical mode

supporting S̃x and S̃z.

rotations take the form,

BII
w

RC4
(−σ[0...]xy[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]0z[0...] (4.9)

All others are acted on non-trivially, such as the top right square plaquette stabi-
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lizer, BIV
w , in Fig. 4.1(c), (UN/2...U1)BIV

w (U †1 ...U
†
N/2) = B̄IV

w = σ[0...]xzzx[0...], where

B̄IV
w labels the intermediate form of the operator. For such an operator of the

rotation takes the form,

B̄IV
w

RC4
(−σ[0...]xzzy[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]000z[0...], (4.10)

where the Pauli operators in the RC4 rotation are equal to those in the operator

being mapped from, B̄IV
w , except at the bottom right qubit of the plaquette where

the σx is replaced with a −σy. The operator on the bottom right qubit of a white

plaquette is always unaffected by any previous U ’s by construction, thus will

remain a σx.

Once the N plaquette operators have been transformed, the logical operators

are transformed with the two remaining unitaries, UN+1 and UN+2. The logical

operator, Sx is mapped by all previous unitaries to a string of σz operators along

the left boundary attached to a σx on the bottom left qubit of the lattice, where

it intersects with Sz, which is acted on trivially by all previous unitaries. These

intermediate forms of the operators are labelled as S̄x = σ[0...]xzz...[0...] and S̄z =

σ[0...]zzz...[0...], respectively. They are both shown in Fig. 4.1(d), along with the

form of UN+1 and UN+2, for a 3× 3 lattice. These act as,

S̄x
RC4

(σ[0...]zzz...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]y00...[0...] RC4
(−σ[0...]z00...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]x00...[0...],

S̄z
RC4

(σ[0...]xzz...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ −σ[0...]y00...[0...] RC4
(−σ[0...]x00...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z00...[0...]

(4.11)

for a general size code. Thus Sx and Sz are mapped to S̃x = σ[0...]x00...[0...] and

S̃z = σ[0...]z00...[0...], respectively, with support on a single shared qubit. UN+1 and

UN+2 act trivially on all previously obtained B̃b and B̃w operators.

The toric code mapping UT take a similar form to US. UT transforms each

plaquette stabilizer, Bp, in HTC to an operator B̃p = σz on a single free fermion

mode, except one black, Bb1 , and one white, Bw1 , stabilizer, which are mapped

to symmetry operators, P̃b1 =
∏

b\b1 B̃b and P̃w1 =
∏

w\w1
B̃w, which are the

products of all other black and white transformed stabilizers, respectively. The

four logical operators, Sx1 , Sz1 , Sx2 and Sz2 , are mapped to operators S̃x1 = σxj ,

S̃z1 = σzj , S̃x2 = σxk and S̃z2 = σzk with support on two zero modes j and k not in
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4.2 The Transformation

the Hamiltonian HTS, and hence separate from those supporting B̃p operators.

The operator UT is split into M + 2 unitaries,

UT = UM+2...U2U1, (4.12)

where M = L2 is the number of plaquettes in the L×L toric code. Each of the U ’s

transforms one of the L2 plaquette stabilizers, or 4 logical operators into single

spin operators. The first M/2− 1 unitary parts, {U1, ..., UM/2−1}, correspond to

the transformation of black plaquette operators, Bb = σ[0...]zzzz[0...], as shown in

Fig. 4.2(a) and (b). The mappings take the following form,

Bb

RC4
(σ[0...]yzzz[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]x000[0...] RC4

(−σ[0...]y000[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z000[0...], (4.13)

where B̃b = σ[0...]z000[0...]. This operator has support on one of the four qubits of

the corresponding plaquette b the same qubit that supports the σy operators in

the C4 rotations. These qubits are the ones positioned at the heads of blue arrows

in Fig. 4.2(c) to (f). The orientation of unitary parts, and hence these arrows,

vary depending on the location of plaquette b on the lattice. The rule for an

arbitrarily sized L×L lattice with the Sxi operators positioned along the central

row and column and the Szi operators along the top row and left column of the

lattice, as depicted in Fig. 4.2, goes as follows. The blue arrows of plaquettes in

the top right quarter of the lattice point towards the bottom left, those in the

bottom left and right quarters point towards the top right and left, respectively,

and those in the top left in general point towards the bottom right. There are

two exceptions to this rule. One of which is the top left plaquette, which will be

mapped to a symmetry operator P̃b1 with support over all other B̃b plaquettes,

labelled by underlined blue (Z)’s in Fig. 4.2(c) to (f). Hence, it does not have a

unitary part, U , corresponding to it. The second exception is all other plaquettes

in the top left quarter of the lattice that run along the diagonal line of black

plaquettes from the top left to the bottom right of the lattice. All arrows along

this diagonal point towards the top left of the lattice. The orientation of all

arrows for the 6× 6 toric code is shown in Fig. 4.3.

These M/2 − 1 unitary parts act in a certain order. No unitary part may

act before the unitary corresponding to the plaquette their arrow points at. So
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4.2 The Transformation

as can be seen from Fig. 4.2 the first plaquette is the one whose arrow points

towards the top left plaquette, as this has no unitary part of its own. This

ordering ensures that the effect of each part on all other black plaquettes that

are yet to be transformed is trivial. However, the effect of each of these parts

on the top left plaquette is non-trivial. This is mapped to a symmetry operator

P̃b1 consisting of a σz supported at each qubit supporting a B̃b. This non-trivial

effect is marked in Fig. 4.2(b) to (f), by the position of underlined blue (Z)’s.

Similarly to the surface code mapping, the effect of these unitaries on the white

plaquettes are also non-trivial. Fig. 4.2(b) to (d) shows that some σx operators

on white plaquettes are mapped to σz operators by the first M/2 − 1 unitaries.

These σx operators are those with support on the qubits pointed at by the blue

arrows.

The next M/2 − 1 unitary parts each act on a white plaquette stabilizer

mapping them to single σz operators. The form of the U ’s that perform this

mapping vary depending on the effect of the U ’s corresponding to the black

plaquettes. The mapping (UM/2−1, ..., U1) acts trivially on the two plaquette

stabilizers in the bottom left and top right corner of the lattice, as is shown in

Fig. 4.2(c), (UN/2...U1)Bw(U †1 ...U
†
N/2) = Bw = σ[0...]xxxx[0...]. For these plaquettes

the rotation takes the form,

Bw

RC4
(−σ[0...]xyxx[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]0z00[0...] (4.14)

All others are acted on non-trivially, such as the leftmost plaquette on the top row,

Bw, in Fig. 4.2(c), (UM/2−1...U1)Bw(U †1 ...U
†
M/2−1) = B̄w = σ[0...]xxzz[0...], where B̄w

labels the intermediate form of the operator. For such an operator the rotation

takes the form,

B̄w

RC4
(−σ[0...]yxzz[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z000[0...], (4.15)

where the Pauli operators in the RC4 rotation are equal to those in the operator

being mapped from, B̄w, except at the top left qubit where the σx is replaced

with a −σy. The operator on the qubit that will support the final B̃w operator

will always be unaffected by any previous U ’s by construction, thus will remain

a σx. These qubits are the ones positioned at the heads of orange arrows in

Fig. 4.2(e) and (f). The orientation of the second M/2 − 1 unitaries, and hence
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4.2 The Transformation

Figure 4.2: Mapping of the 4 × 4 toric code under UT (a) Rotations

RC4(σ
[0...]yzzz[0...]) and RC4(−σ[0...]y000[0...]) acting on the black plaquette stabilizer

Bb2 are labelled in black on the interior of b2. (b) Blue arrows indicate the

fermion modes supporting transformed black plaquette stabilizers B̃b. The letters

in parentheses show the form of operators acted on non-trivially by the rotations.

The letters are orange for white plaquettes, blue for black plaquettes, red for X

logical operators and green for Z logical operators. They are underlined for the

two plaquette operators that will be mapped to fermionic parity operators. Ro-

tations for the remaining black plaquettes are labelled in black in their interior.

(c) The C4 rotation corresponding to the bottom left white plaquette is shown

labelled in black in its interior. (d) Orange arrows show the positions of fermion

modes supporting transformed white plaquette stabilizers B̃w. Rotations for the

remaining white plaquettes are shown in their interior. (e) Rotations mapping

the partially transformed logical operators to single Pauli operators with support

on the two logical modes are labelled in black. (f) Red and green arrows point to

the logical modes supporting S̃x1 , S̃z1 , S̃x2 and S̃z2 . The black P̃b1 and white P̃w1

symmetry operators are labelled in blue and orange, respectively, with support

on all transformed operators of the same colour.
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the orange arrows, are fixed in a similar way to the first M/2−1. The rule for an

arbitrarily sized L×L lattice goes as follows. The orange arrows of plaquettes in

the top left and right quarters of the lattice point towards the top left and right,

respectively, those in the bottom right quarters point towards the bottom right,

and those in the bottom left in general point towards the bottom left. There are

again two exceptions to this rule. One of which is the top rightmost plaquette

in the bottom left quarter, which will be mapped to a symmetry operator P̃w1

with support over all other B̃w plaquettes, labelled by underlined orange (X)’s

in Fig. 4.2(e) and (f), and thus does not have a unitary part corresponding to

it. The second is all other plaquettes in the bottom left quarter of the lattice

which run along the diagonal line of white plaquettes from the top right to the

bottom left of the lattice. All other arrows along this diagonal point towards the

top right of the lattice. The orientation of all arrows for the 6 × 6 toric code is

shown in Fig. 4.3.

As with the first M/2−1 unitary parts, the second M/2−1 act in a particular

order. No unitary part may act before the unitary corresponding to the plaquette

their arrow points at. As can be seen from Fig. 4.2 the first plaquette must be the

one whose arrow points towards the top right plaquette of the bottom left quarter

of the lattice, as this has no unitary part of its own. This ordering ensures that

the effect of each part on all other white plaquettes that are yet to be transformed

is trivial.

Once all plaquette operators have been mapped to single σz operators or sym-

metry operators the logical operators are transformed with the four remaining

unitaries UM−1, ..., UM+2. The logical operators Sx1 and Sx2 , are mapped by all

previous unitaries to strings of σz operators along the qubits they originally had

support on with a σx on the qubits that intersect with Sz1 and Sz2 , respectively.

While Sz1 and Sz2 are acted on trivially by all previous unitaries. These interme-

diate forms of the operators are labelled as S̄x1 = σ[0...]xzz...[0...], S̄x2 = σ[0...]xzz...[0...],

S̄z1 = σ[0...]zzz...[0...] and S̄z2 = σ[0...]zzz...[0...]. They are shown in Fig. 4.2(e), along

with the form of the unitaries UM−1, ..., UM+2, for a 4× 4 lattice. These act as,

S̄x1
RC4

(σ[0...]zzz...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]y00...[0...] RC4
(−σ[0...]z00...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]x00...[0...],

S̄z1
RC4

(σ[0...]xzz...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−→ −σ[0...]y00...[0...] RC4
(−σ[0...]x00...[0...])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ[0...]z00...[0...],

(4.16)
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4.3 The Fermion Models

Figure 4.3: The orientation of all unitary parts Ui for the 6× 6 toric code.

where the operators S̄x2 and S̄z2 are transformed in a similar way. Thus Sx1 ,

Sz1 , Sx2 and Sz2 are mapped to S̃x1 = σxj , S̃z1 = σzj , S̃x2 = σxk and S̃z2L = σzk.

The unitaries UM−1, ..., UM+2 act trivially on all previously obtained B̃b and B̃w

operators.

4.3 The Fermion Models

This section focuses on the properties of the models, HFS and HFT, that result

from the transformations (4.3) of the surface and toric code, respectively. Initially

consider the surface code. The plaquette stabilizers are mapped to σz operators

on free spins (qubits), which are equivalent to free fermion modes. The excita-

tions of plaquettes can now be encoded by the occupation of isolated dynamic

fermion modes subject to a local chemical potential that encode the correspond-

ing increase of the energy by 2 when the plaquettes are populated. As a result

the Hamiltonian of the transformed model is,

HFS = −
∑

p

B̃p, (4.17)
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4.3 The Fermion Models

where B̃p = σz = 1 − 2a†a Nielsen (2005), and a† and a are fermionic creation

and annihilation operators, respectively.

Applying UT to a state of the surface code, |ψ〉S, gives,

U |ψ〉SC = ˜|ψ〉SC. (4.18)

In general for a distance L code, any given state, ˜|ψ〉SC, has L2 − 1 dynamic

modes, each corresponding to a plaquette of the surface code and one zero mode,

which supports the transformed logical operators, S̃x and S̃z. The ground state,

|ψg〉SC, of the original surface code, HSC, is stabilized by all plaquette operators,

i.e. Bp |ψg〉SC = |ψg〉SC for all plaquettes p. This relationship is preserved by the

transformation, UT . Therefore, B̃p
˜|ψg〉SC = ˜|ψg〉SC for all p, implying the ground

state of this model is a collection of L2 − 1 empty free fermion modes, with a

degeneracy of 2 encoded by the logical zero mode. Occupied dynamic modes

indicate the positions of local anyonic excitations in this model.

The transformed L× L toric code, HFT, has many of the same properties as

HFS. The Hamiltonian is,

HFT = −
∑

b\b1

B̃b −
∑

w\w1

B̃w −
∏

b\b1

B̃b −
∏

w\w1

B̃w), (4.19)

where b\ b1 and w \w1 are the sets of all black and white plaquettes, respectively,

minus the plaquettes, b1 and w1, that become fermionic symmetry operators over

all other transformed plaquettes of the same colour. These symmetry operators

are P̃b1 =
∏

b\b1 B̃b and P̃w1 =
∏

w\w1
B̃w in (4.19). The other L2− 2 transformed

plaquette stabilizers have the same form as those in (4.17), B̃p = σz = 1− 2a†a.

Any transformed state has L2 − 2 dynamic modes, each corresponding to a

plaquette of the toric code and two zero modes, which support the four trans-

formed logical operators. The ground state, |ψg〉TC, of the toric code is stabilized

by all plaquette operators, i.e. Bp |ψg〉TC = |ψg〉TC for all p. Hence, the trans-

formed ground state, ˜|ψg〉TC, is stabilized by all transformed plaquette stabilizers,

including the symmetry operators, B̃p
˜|ψg〉TC = P̃b1

˜|ψg〉TC = P̃w1
˜|ψg〉TC = ˜|ψg〉TC

for all p, implying the ground state is a collection of L2 − 2 empty free fermion

modes, with a degeneracy of 4 encoded by the two logical zero modes. Occupied

dynamic modes indicate the positions of local anyonic excitations in this model.
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A single occupied mode b would result in an increase in energy due to the vi-

olated stabilizer operator B̃b and symmetry operator S̃b1 . This reflects the fact

that excitations are created in pairs at the ends of string operators in HTC with

one end of the string at plaquette b and one at b1. The symmetry operators P̃b1

and P̃w1 restrict excitations in HFT to also be created in pairs. A more detailed

discussion of the excitations of HFS and HFT is provided in the next section.

4.4 Encoding Anyonic Statistics in Free Fermions

Previous sections have shown that the Z2 surface and toric code are unitarily

equivalent to a free fermion model and to free fermions coupled to two inter-

acting fermionic parity operators, respectively. Hence, these models should have

equivalent physical properties. Nevertheless, operators on single fermion modes

cannot account for the anyonic statistics supported by the surface and toric code.

The exotic statistics of the excitations arises due to the commutation and anti-

commutation relations of the σx and σz’s the string operators are built from.

This section shows how these relations are preserved by the unitary transforma-

tions US and UT and how they are encoded in the action of non-local interacting

operators on the dynamic and logical modes of the system.

The string operators of the surface code OCS
x and OCS

z , introduced in Section

2.2.2, are a product of σxj or σzj operators, respectively, along the path CS. They

produce local excitations at their endpoints. Crossings of these strings give rise

to the anyonic statistics through the Pauli commutation relations. These string

operators transform as follows,

USOCS
x U †S = ÕC̃S

x

USOCS
z U †S = ÕC̃S

z ,
(4.20)

where ÕC̃S
x and ÕC̃S

z are string operators acting on the dynamical and logical

fermion modes along the path C̃S in HFS.

All commutation relations of operators are preserved by US. If OCS
x creates an

excitation at plaquette b, then {OCS
x , Bb} = 0 = {ÕC̃S

x , B̃b}. If not, [OCS
x , Bb] =

0 = [ÕC̃S
x , B̃b]. Hence, the endpoints of C̃S are the transformed versions of the

plaquettes, which were the endpoints of CS. Paths between endpoints of string
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operators may change, but the endpoints are fixed at the transformed versions

of the plaquettes. Hence, the paths remain homotopically equivalent to those

of the untransformed operators. The commutation relations of operators with

each other are also preserved, by the mapping US. Crossings of these strings

may appear in the dynamic or logical modes. Therefore, the anyonic statistics

of excitations of the surface code are encoded in the free model by a mix of the

dynamic and logical modes.

It is more instructive to look at how string operators ÕC̃S
α in the free model

HFS are mapped under the inverse unitary transformation U †S to string operators

OCS
α in the surface code HSC. A σx operator on a single spin (or a†+a on a single

mode) in the free model transforms to a string operator with one end point at

the plaquette p corresponding to that spin (or mode) and one at a boundary not

associated with a logical degree of freedom. This will be the top boundary if p is

black and the right if p is white. This has to be the case as it is the only type

of operator that anti-commutes with just one plaquette. This also suggests why

there could not exist a unitary transformation from the toric code to decoupled

free fermions without the symmetry operators in (4.19). If each plaquette in

the toric code were mapped to a fermion mode in the free model, any operator

creating a single fermion population would be mapped to one creating a single

plaquette excitation in the toric code. However, all excitations in the toric code

must be created in pairs, as dictated by its periodic boundary conditions. In

other words, the boundary conditions of the surface code are what facilitate such

a mapping.

A string operator with end points on any two plaquettes of the same colour

in the surface code may be obtained by mapping from a product of two σx’s

at the modes corresponding to those plaquettes in HFS. Consider the string

operators ÕC̃S
x and ÕC̃S

z that map to string operators OCS
x and OCS

z creating

logical excitations, i.e. those with end points at the bottom and left boundaries,

respectively. These operators contain S̃x and S̃z, respectively. Any other string

operator OCS
x or OCS

z with the same end points and effect on the logical qubit

as those already mentioned may be obtained by including some combination of

σz’s in the operators ÕC̃S
x or ÕC̃S

z . These σz’s alter the string operator’s path by
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applying stabilizer operations, thus including a loop around the corresponding

plaquette to the path, CS.

The string operators of the toric code OCT
x and OCT

z , introduced in Section

2.2.2, are a product of σxj or σzj operators, respectively, along the path CT . These

operators are mapped via the unitary transformation UT to string operators in a

system of fermion modes coupled to two fermionic parity constraints, in a similar

way to those in the surface code,

UTOCT
x U †T =ÕC̃T

x

UTOCT
z U †T =ÕC̃T

z ,
(4.21)

where ÕC̃T
x and ÕC̃T

z are string operators acting on the dynamical and logical

fermion modes along the path C̃T in HFT.

The commutation relations of operators are preserved by UT . If OCT
x cre-

ates an excitation at a black plaquette b, then {OCT
x , Bb} = 0 = {ÕC̃T

x , B̃b} and

{ÕC̃T
x , P̃b1} = 0. If b = b1 then B̃b = P̃b1 . If OCT

x does not create an excitation

at any black plaquette then, [OCT
x , Bb] = 0 = [ÕC̃T

x , B̃b] and [ÕC̃T
x , P̃b1 ] = 0 for

all b. Hence, the endpoints of C̃T are the transformed versions of the plaquettes,

which were the endpoints of C. Paths between endpoints of string operators may

change, but the endpoints remain fixed. As in the surface code transformation

the commutation relations of operators with each other are also preserved by the

mapping UT . Crossings of these strings may appear in the dynamic or logical

modes. Therefore, as with the surface code mapping, the anyonic statistics of

excitations of the toric code are encoded in the fermionic model by a mix of the

dynamic and logical modes.

Consider now how string operators ÕC̃T
α in the fermion model HFT are mapped

under the inverse unitary transformation U †T to string operators OCT
α in the toric

code HTC. A σx operator on a single spin in the free model transforms to a string

operator with one end point at the plaquette p corresponding to that spin and

one at the plaquette that was mapped to the symmetry operator of the same

colour as p. This will be b1 if p is black and w1 if p is white. This demonstrates

how the symmetry operators ensure excitations are created in pairs in HFT, as

they are in the toric code.
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A string operator with end points on any two plaquettes of the same colour in

the toric code may be obtained by mapping from a product of two σx’s at the spins

corresponding to those plaquettes in HFT. Consider the string operators ÕC̃T
x and

ÕC̃T
z that map to string operators OCT

x and OCT
z with strings of σx’s around a non-

contractible loop of the torus i.e. those which cross the Sz1 and/or Sz2 operator.

These operators contain S̃x1 and/or S̃x2 , respectively. Those mapping to operators

with strings of σz’s around a non-contractible loop of the torus i.e. those which

cross the Sx1 and/or Sx2 operator, contain S̃z1 and/or S̃z2 , respectively. Any other

string operator OCT
x or OCT

z with the same end points and effects on the logical

qubits as those already mentioned are produced by the same method as those in

the surface code, by including some combination of σz’s in the operators ÕC̃T
x or

ÕC̃T
z . These σz’s alter the string operator’s path by including a loop around the

corresponding plaquette to the path CT .

Therefore, although the transformations US and UT are local the statistics

of both the surface and toric code are encoded by highly non-local interacting

operators acting on the dynamic and logical modes of the resulting fermionic

systems

4.5 Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter has shown that the Z2 surface and toric code are unitarily equivalent

to free fermions and free fermions coupled to a fermionic parity constraint, re-

spectively. Moreover, it presents the explicit form of unitary transformations US
and UT that map these codes to their fermionic counterparts for any system size.

It was demonstrated that the anyonic statistical properties of the surface and

toric code excitations map to the localised excitations of the fermionic models.

The periodic boundary conditions of the toric code introduce the need for non-

local interacting fermionic parity operators in the fermion model. Interestingly,

although the energy spectra as well as any state of the codes can be reproduced

with free fermions, in order to encode the exotic anyonic statistics of the models

highly non-local interacting operators are required.

The ability to map the surface code to free fermions, could have a number

of applications. For example, how the anyonic statistics of the excitations are
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encoded by the unitary transformation allows for an intuitive and unique un-

derstanding of the origins of these statistics. Moreover, the construction and

manipulation of free fermion systems are more efficient than current interacting

descriptions of the surface code Bravyi et al. (2017). Extending the group of

mappings, U , to other topological models in two and higher dimensions, such as

Z2n string-nets and Walker-Wang models, could provide valuable insight into the

emergence of exotic statistics in these systems Meichanetzidis et al. (2018).
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Chapter 5

Background 2: The Kitaev model

and Riemann-Cartan Geometry

This chapter is split into two parts. The first part introduces the the Kitaev hon-

eycomb model as presented by Kitaev Kitaev (2006). The second part outlines

the components of (2 + 1)−dimensional Riemann-Cartan geometry. More com-

prehensive introductions are avaliable in Nakahara (2003), Carroll (2003); Reall

(2017); Schutz (2009); Wald (1984). This chapter provide essential background

knowledge for understanding the derivation of the effective geometric description

of the low-energy limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model detailed in Chapter 6.

5.1 Kitaev’s Honeycomb Model

This section introduces the Kitaev honeycomb model as presented by Kitaev Ki-

taev (2006) and gives the continuum limit approximation of the low energy limit

of the model Pachos (2012). In Section 5.1.1 the model is presented in terms of

spins on a honeycomb lattice. Section 5.1.2 then details Kitaev’s fermionisation

procedure redefining the spin model in terms of Majorana fermions. Section 5.1.3

discusses the interpretation of the model as a Z2 gauge theory coupled to Ma-

jorana fermions. Section 5.1.4 introduces the continuum limit approximation of

the Kitaev honeycomb model. Section 5.1.5 explores the phase diagram of the

Kitaev honeycomb model. Finally, Section 5.1.6 presents the calculation of the
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Figure 5.1: The Kitaev honeycomb model in terms of spins showing the three

types of nearest neighbour two-body interactions with strength Jx, Jy and Jz.

One of each possible configuration of three-body interactions with strength K, is

depicted. The form of the local symmetry operator VP is also shown.

two-point Majorana correlations, which will be studied in Section 6.2 in order to

verify the geometric description of the model.

5.1.1 Spin Model

The Kitaev honeycomb model is an exactly solvable model of interacting spin-1/2

particles living on the vertices of a honeycomb lattice Kitaev (2006). The lattice

is split into two triangular sub-lattices, A and B, as depicted in Fig 5.1 by full

and empty circles respectively. Links are labelled x, y or z depending on their

orientation. Spins interact via anisotropic nearest neighbour two-body terms, and

three-body terms between nearest neighbour triplets. These interactions do not

commute with each other, making the model difficult to solve. The Hamiltonian

is

H =− 4


Jx

∑

(i, j) ∈ x

σxi σ
x
j + Jy

∑

(i, j) ∈ y

σyi σ
y
j + Jz

∑

(i, j) ∈ z

σzi σ
z
j +K

∑

(i,j,k)

σxi σ
y
jσ

z
k


 ,

(5.1)
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where (i, j) ∈ α means we sum over all pairs of i and j that form an α link. As

we can see from (5.1) these spins interact via a two-body term σαi σ
α
j , as depicted

in Fig. 5.1. The (i, j, k) sum runs over all triplets of neighbouring spins. If the

pairs (i, j) and (j, k) are connected via α and γ links, respectively, the three-

body terms are σαi σ
β
j σ

γ
k , where α 6= β 6= γ. Jx, Jy and Jz are nearest neighbour

coupling strengths and |K| � Jα (∀ α) sets the strength of the three-body terms.

Note, In Eq. 5.1 we have introduced a factor of 4 compared to Ref. Kitaev (2006)

in order to simplify the algebra in Chapters 5 and 6.

The three-body terms emerge as a perturbation due to the introduction of an

external magnetic field Kitaev (2006). These terms explicitly break time-reversal

symmetry allowing for topologically non-trivial behaviour as a non-zero Chern

number ν 6= 0 requires broken time-reversal symmetry Kitaev (2006); Pachos

(2012). We can easily see this symmetry breaking by studying the behaviour of

a single Pauil operator under a time-reversal transformation,

Tσµi T
† = −σµi (5.2)

Therefore, any product of an odd (even) number of Pauli operators will break

(respect) time-reversal symmetry.

Interestingly, all terms in the Hamiltonian (5.1) commute with the local sym-

metry operators V̂p associated to plaquettes of the lattice, shown in Fig. 5.1,

V̂p = (σy1σ
y
2)(σz2σ

z
3)(σx3σ

x
4 )(σy4σ

y
5)(σz5σ

z
6)(σx6σ

x
1 )

= σz1σ
x
2σ

y
3σ

z
4σ

x
5σ

y
6 .

(5.3)

These operators square to the identity, V̂ 2
p = I, so their eigenvalues are Vp = ±1.

All V̂p commute with each other as well as commuting with the Hamiltonian,

[V̂p, V̂q] = [V̂p, H] = 0. (5.4)

These operators define conserved quantities (generators of the local symmetry),

which makes solving the model much easier. The Hilbert space can be divided

into sectors labelled by specific choices of eigenvalues Vp = ±1 for each plaquette

p. We label these physical sectors w. There are N/2 plaquettes on a lattice of N

sites, therefore, there are 2N/2 unique sectors each with dimensionality 2N/2. Thus
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5.1 Kitaev’s Honeycomb Model

we are able to reduce the Hamiltonian to a specific sector and study the physics

of each independently. This still has not solved the model, but we will see in the

following sections how via Kitaev’s fermionisation procedure the Hamiltonian

for an individual sector becomes a Hamiltonian that is quadratic in terms of

Majorana fermions, hence exactly solvable.

5.1.2 Majorana Fermionisation

The spin model presented in the previous section can be represented by Majorana

fermion operators. This will result in a diagonalisable, quadratic Hamiltonian

describing non-interacting fermions. Let us first define a Majorana fermion. A

fermionic system with n modes can be described by complex fermion annihilation

and creation operators, ai and a†i , where i = 1, 2, ..., n. These modes can be

redefined in terms of Majorana operators,

c2i−1 = ai + a†i , c2i = −i(ai − a†i ). (5.5)

Unlike complex fermions, these real fermions are their own anti-particle. They

obey the following relations,

ci = c†i , c2
i = I, {ci, cj} = 0 (5.6)

Kitaev’s fermionisation procedure uses four Majorana operators, ci, b
x
i , b

y
i and

bzi , to represent one spin-1
2
. This is equivalent to using two complex fermions as

each can be decomposed into two Majoranas. A single complex fermion and a

spin-1
2

particle both have a Hilbert space of dimension two, so the Hilbert space

of the four Majorana operators, Li, is twice as large as that of the spin they are

supposed to represent. To rectify this we define half of the states to be in the

“physical” subspace, Lpi ⊂ L̃i, and the other half in the “unphysical” subspace,

Li ⊂ L̃i. We say that a state |Ψ〉 is in Lpi if and only if,

Di |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 , where Di = bxi b
y
i b
z
i ci. (5.7)

We could have equivalently chosen all −1 eigenstates of Di to be in the physical

subspace. We can represent the Pauli operators σαi by operators σ̃αi acting on the

full space L̃i,
σ̃αi = ibαi ci. (5.8)
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5.1 Kitaev’s Honeycomb Model

We are able to replace σα with σ̃α as the physical subspace is closed under ap-

plication of σ̃α, [Di, σ̃
α
i ] = 0 for all α, and they obey the Pauli algebra when

restricted to the physical subspace, [σ̃αi , σ̃
β
i ] = iεαβγσ̃α, (σ̃α)2 = I and (σ̃α)† = σ̃α.

We now restrict to the physical subspace Lp for every site and write the spin

Hamiltonian (5.1) in terms of Majoranas,

H = i
∑

i,j

(
2Jijûij + 2K

∑

k

ûikûkj

)
cicj = i

∑

i,j

Âijcicj. (5.9)

We have defined link operators,

ûij = ibαi b
α
j , (5.10)

where α is determined by the orientation of the link connecting i and j. The ûij

are Hermitian, û†ij = ûij and anti-symmetric, ûij = −ûji. They also square to

the identity, û2
ij = I, so they have eigenvalues ±1. A useful way to represent the

patterns of ûij eigenvalues is by drawing arrows between sites. The direction of

the arrows determines the ordering of i, j that gives a +1 eigenvalue.

We can define the conserved quantities Vp of the model in terms of the eigen-

values uij,

Vp =
∏

(i,j)∈∂p

uij, (5.11)

where (i, j) are pairs of neighbouring sites and ∂p is the boundary of the plaquette

p. Each pattern of Vp can be produced by many configurations of uij, labelled u.

In the next section we will see how reducing the Hamiltonian to a specific physical

sector w can be achieved by producing an equal weight superposition of all u in

the corresponding equivalence class. We will also use the physical symmetries of

the model to reduce further to a specific u and obtain a quadratic Hamiltonian

from the highly interacting (5.9).

5.1.3 Vortices and Lattice Gauge Theory

Interestingly link operators ûij commute with the Hamiltonian H, making them

local symmetries of the model. We can split the full Hilbert space into spaces of

states with specific configurations of eigenvalues uij, L̃ =
⊕

u Lu. Fixing a u and
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5.1 Kitaev’s Honeycomb Model

restricting to this space results in a quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian that can be

easily solved. However, eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are not physical, they do

not satisfy the equation (5.7), as ûij and Di do not commute, they anti-commute

{ûij, Di} = 0. Projecting a state |Ψu〉 of a particular configuration u to a physical

state,

|Ψw〉 = P |Ψu〉 ∈ Lp, P =
∏

i

I +Di

2
(5.12)

produces a superposition of many different u’s. However, the operators H and

V̂p do commute with D, hence are invariant under the projection P . In fact the

|Ψw〉 are uniquely characterised by their Vp configuration.

This means the model can be thought of as lattice gauge theory. The eigen-

values uij are a Z2 gauge field coupled to Majorana fermions and the Di are

local gauge transformations. The gauge invariant operators V̂p are the Wilson

loops operators and an eigenvalue of Vp = −1 can be thought of as a π-flux or

vortex on the plaquette p. We call different configurations of Vp vortex sectors.

A useful way to visualise the gauge field is by viewing negative eigenvalues of

link operators uij = −1 as an unphysical strings passing perpendicularly through

the link. Open ends of these strings correspond to plaquettes with Vp = −1.

Applying a local gauge transformation Di to a site flips the three surrounding

uij. This is equivalent to producing a closed loop or deforming a string about a

vertex. This does not change the end points of the strings, so does not change

the vortex sector. The state |Ψw〉 is then a superposition of all possible loop and

string configurations u in the same vortex sector w.

We are able to restrict to a particular vortex sector by picking a specific con-

figuration u. We can then solve the resultant quadratic Hamiltonian. Although

the states |Ψu〉 are not physical we are allowed to do this as long as all observables

we are interested in studying are gauge invariant, i.e. they are invariant under

projection P to the physical subspace Lp. The quadratic Hamiltonian has the

form

H = i
∑

i,j

(
2Jijuij + 2K

∑

k

uikukj

)
cicj = i

∑

i,j

Aijcicj, (5.13)

where the Jij term describes interactions between c Majoranas on nearest neigh-

bour sites i, j and the K term describes next to nearest neighbour interactions
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Figure 5.2: The Kitaev honeycomb model in terms of Majorana fermions. Ma-

jorana fermions tunnel between nearest neighbouring sites with couplings Jx, Jy

and Jz depending on the direction of the link. Tunnelling between next-to-nearest

neighbouring sites with coupling K is also indicated. The honeycomb lattice com-

prises two triangular sub-lattices, A and B, denoted by full and empty circles,

respectively. The unit cell is taken along the z-links. The translation vectors

between sites of the same sub-lattices are n1 = (
√

3
2
, 3

2
) and n2 = (−

√
3

2
, 3

2
). The

orientations of nearest neighbour tunnellings (from A to B sites) and next-to-

nearest neighbour tunnellings (anticlockwise) are indicated.

between sites i, j connected by k, these are shown in Fig. 5.2. In order to solve

this model we need only diagonalise the antisymmetric L× L matrix Aij, where

L is the linear system size. The matrix Aij grows polynomially with system size

as opposed to the exponential growth of the spin Hamiltonian.

For the rest of Section 5.1 we will restrict to the no-vortex sector, the sector

with Vp = +1 for all p.

5.1.4 Continuum Limit

This section presents the continuum limit, or low energy limit, of the Kitaev hon-

eycomb model with isotropic, homogeneous couplings, i.e. Jx = Jy = Jz = J and

∂µJ = ∂µK = 0 with µ ∈ (t, x, y). The notation set up in this section will be used
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5.1 Kitaev’s Honeycomb Model

in Chapter 6. Consider the no-vortex sector, which contains the lowest energy

states of the model Lieb (1994). Specifically restrict to the trivial u configuration,

where uij = +1 for all links oriented from sub-lattice A to B, as shown in Fig. 5.2

for an x, y and z link. Similar to graphene Castro Neto et al. (2009); DiVincenzo

& Mele (1984); Semenoff (1984) this model has a continuum limit given in terms

of a Dirac Hamiltonian with a linear energy-momentum dispersion relation. To

see this we consider the low energy limit of the model where long wavelengths are

dominant, lattice spacing is negligible and the continuum limit approximation is

most applicable. In this low energy regime the Kitaev model can be effectively

described by by a quantum field theory of relativistic Majorana fermions.

Chapter 6 presents a description of the low energy limit of the generally

anisotropic, inhomogeneous Kitaev honeycomb model in terms of massless Ma-

jorana spinors obeying the Dirac equation embedded in a (2 + 1)−dimensional

Riemann-Cartan spacetime which is locally Lorentz invariant. This differs to the

Dirac equation of the isotropic, homogeneous case presented here which is em-

bedded in flat (2 + 1)−dimensional Minkowski spacetime. However, the initial

part of the continuum limit calculation is identical for both coupling regimes and

will be referred back to in Chapter 6. For now restrict to the isotropic case when

studying the low energy behaviour of the model.

The Hamiltonian (5.13) can be split into two parts,

H = H1 +H2. (5.14)

H1 contains the nearest neighbour interactions,

H1 = i
∑

i,j

2Jijuijcicj, (5.15)

and H2 contains the next to nearest neighbour interactions,

H2 = i
∑

i,j

2K
∑

k

uikukjcicj. (5.16)

The Honeycomb lattice contains two triangular sub-latices A and B, repre-

sented in Fig 5.2 by black and white dots respectively. The vectors n1 = (
√

3
2
, 3

2
)

and n2 = (−
√

3
2
, 3

2
) generate the sub-lattices A and B. The unit cell of the lattice
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contains two sites. We take them to be two sites connected by a z link, also shown

in Fig 5.2. We label two Majorana operators in the same unit cell by car and cbr,

where the superscript determines which sub-lattice they act on and the subscript

describes the real space position of the unit cell. Note that the introduction of

vortices changes the unit cell of the lattice. The following calculations can be

easily reworked by redefining the unit cell of the lattice if vortices are introduced

in a regular, periodic fashion. Here we focus only on the no-vortex sector.

Diagonalising H1

We can rewrite the nearest neighbour interactions as,

H1 = i
∑

r

2cbr(Jxc
a
r+n1

+ Jyc
a
r+n2

+ Jzc
a
r) + h.c., (5.17)

where r sums over all unit cells in the lattice. We diagonalise the Hamiltonian

by Fourier transforming,

ca/br =
∑

q

e−iq·rca/bq (5.18)

Substituting (5.18) into (5.17) gives,

H1 = i
∑

p,q

∑

r

2e−i(p+q)·r (Jxe−ip·n1 + Jye
−ip·n2 + Jz

)
cbqc

a
q + h.c.

= i
∑

q

2(Jxe
iq·n1 + Jye

iq·n2 + Jz)c
b
qc
a
−q + h.c.

(5.19)

From (5.18) we see that c−q = c†q. Then,

H1 =
∑

q

(−if(q)ca†q c
b
q + if ∗(q)cb†q c

a
q), (5.20)

where,

f(q) = 2(Jxe
iq·n1 + Jye

iq·n2 + Jz). (5.21)

Diagonalising H2

The next to nearest neighbour interactions become,

H2 = iK
∑

r

car(−car+n1
+ car+n2

+ car+n1−n2
) + cbr(cbr+n1

− cbr+n2
− cbr+n1−n2

) + h.c.

(5.22)
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We Fourier transform again to produce

H2 = iK
∑

p,q

∑

r

e−i(p+q)·r [−e−ip·n1 + e−ip·n2 + e−ip·(n1−n2)
]

(caqc
a
p − cbqcbp) + h.c

= 2K
∑

q

[− sin(q · n1) + sin(q · n2) + sin(q · (n1 − n2))] (ca†q c
a
q − cb†q cbq).

(5.23)

Therefore we have

H2 =
∑

q

∆(q)(ca†q c
a
q − cb†q cbq) (5.24)

where

∆(q) = 2K[− sin(q · n1) + sin(q · n2) + sin(q · (n1 − n2))]. (5.25)

Total Hamiltonian H = H1 +H2

If we define the two-component spinor ψq = (caq icbq)T, then the Hamiltonian

(5.14) becomes

H = H1 +H2 =
∑

q

ψ†qh(q)ψq, (5.26)

with the single particle Hamiltonian h(q) given by,

h(q) =

(
∆(q) −f(q)
−f ∗(q) −∆(q)

)
(5.27)

Eigenvalues of the single-particle Hamiltonian are given by

E(q) = ±
√

∆2(q) + |f(q)|2. (5.28)

Taylor expanding about the Fermi points

In the low energy limit wavelengths increase, lattice spacing becomes negligible

and we may use the continuum limit approximation. The points in the Brillouin

zone for which energy E(q) is a minimum are the Fermi points. The spectrum for

K = 0 is plotted in Fig. 5.3. We see that the system has two independent Fermi

points P±. We will produce a continuum limit approximation of the low-energy

behaviour of the model by substituting q = P± + p for small p and Taylor
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Figure 5.3: The dispersion relation E(q) for the honeycomb Hamiltonian when

Jx = Jy = Jz = J and K = 0. The Fermi points are the points where E(q) = 0.

The two inequivalent Fermi points within the Brillouin zone are given by P+ and

P−.

expanding h(q) in (5.27) around the Fermi points up to first order in p. For

convenience we define the Hamiltonians h±(p) ≡ h(P± + p). We now restrict to

the isotropic coupling regime, where Jx = Jy = Jz = J . Chapter 6 explores the

anisotropic case.

Let us first find the Fermi points of the system with K = 0. In this case

E(q) = ±|f(q)|. This is at a minimum when

f(q) = 2J(eiq·n1 + eiq·n2 + 1) = 0, (5.29)

giving the equations

cos(q · n1) + cos(q · n2) + 1 = 0 (5.30)

sin(q · n1) + sin(q · n2) = 0, (5.31)

which have two solutions

P± = ±
(

4π

3
√

3
, 0

)
. (5.32)

Taylor expanding (5.21) about P±, remembering that f(P±) = 0, gives

f(P± + p) = ∇f(P±) · p = −3J(±px + ipy) +O(p2). (5.33)
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Now let us take K 6= 0 and expand (5.25) about P±. As ∇(∆(P±)) vanishes at

P± we are left with,

∆(P± + p) = ∆(P±) = ∓3
√

3K +O(p2). (5.34)

This has no linear momentum contribution, so does not change the Fermi point.

It does shift the energy of the Fermi point and produces a gap ∆ = 3
√

3K in the

dispersion.

Using (5.33) and (5.34) we can expand the single particle Hamiltonian (5.27)

to give

h±(p) ≡ h(P± + p) =

(
∆(P± + p) −f(P± + p)
−f ∗(P± + p) −∆(P± + p)

)

=

(
∓3
√

3K 3J(±px + ipy)

3J(±px − ipy) ±3
√

3K

)
+O(p2)

(5.35)

or equivalently

h±(p) = 3J
(
± σxpx − σypy

)
∓ 3
√

3Kσz +O(p2), (5.36)

which acts on the spinors ψ+ = (ca+ icb+)T and ψ− = (ca− ic
b
−)T , respectively, where

c
a/b
± = c

a/b
P±

.

Weyl (chiral) basis

Now consider the two Hamiltonians h(p)+ and h(p)− simultaneously. The two

Fermi points can be treated as pseudo-spin or chiral degrees of freedom by defining

a Dirac-like spinor

Ψp =




ca+
icb+
icb−
ca−


 , Ψ†p = (ca†+ − icb†+ − icb†− ca†− ). (5.37)

Taking the direct sum of h(p)+ and h(p)− in their respective bases defined by

(5.37) gives the complete 4× 4 Hamiltonian

htotal(p) = 3J(σz ⊗ σxpx − σz ⊗ σypy)− 3
√

3KI2 ⊗ σz, (5.38)
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where Id is the d dimensional identity matrix. Note that a σx rotation is applied

to h−(p) before direct summing with h+(p).

The low energy limit Hamiltonian (5.38) takes the form of a Dirac operator

with Dirac α and β matrices

α =

(
σ 0
0 −σ

)
= σz ⊗ σ, β =

(
0 I2

I2 0

)
= σx ⊗ I2, (5.39)

where σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli matrices. The corresponding gamma matri-

ces are defined by γ0 = β and γ = β−1α

γ =

(
0 −σ
σ 0

)
= −iσy ⊗ σ (5.40)

These gamma matrices satisfy the flat space Clifford algebra {γa, γb} = 2ηab,

where the Latin indices a, b, ... ∈ (0, 1, 2, 3) and ηab = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is

the (3 + 1)−dimensional Minkowski metric. Although the Kitaev model is (2 +

1)−dimensional, we have a four dimensional representation of the gamma ma-

trices so are able to define an extra matrix γ3. The fifth gamma matrix is then

given by
γ5 = −iα1α2α3

= iγ0γ1γ2γ3

= σz ⊗ I2.

(5.41)

Note that (γ5)2 = I4.

The charge conjugate of a Dirac spinor Ψ is defined by Ψ(c) = CΨ∗, where C

is the charge conjugation operator C defined as a matrix which satisfies C†C = I
and C†γaC = −(γa)∗ for all a. In the Weyl or chiral basis of gamma matrices

(5.40) the charge conjugation matrix is given by

C = −σy ⊗ σy = i

(
0 σy

−σy 0

)
. (5.42)

This clearly satisfies the condition C†C = I. It also satisfies the second condition

for γi with i ∈ (1, 2, 3)

C†γiC = (−σy ⊗ σy)†(−iσy ⊗ σi)(−σy ⊗ σy)
= −iσyσyσy ⊗ σyσiσy

= −(−iσy ⊗ σi)∗

= −(γi)∗,

(5.43)
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where we have used the fact that σyσiσy = −(σi)∗. Similarly for γ0

C†γiC = (−σy ⊗ σy)†(σx ⊗ I2)(−σy ⊗ σy)
= σyσxσy ⊗ σyσy

= −(σx ⊗ I2)∗

= −(γ0)∗.

(5.44)

To prove that the spinor Ψp in (5.37) is a Majorana spinor we must show that

it satisfies the neutrality condition Ψ
(c)
p = Ψp. The charge conjugation matrix

(5.42) is given explicitly in the Weyl basis as

C =




0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0


 (5.45)

The fourier transformation of a Majorana mode (5.18) implies that (c
a/b
p )∗ = c

a/b
−p ,

so

Ψ(c) =




0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0







ca+
icb+
icb−
ca−




∗

=




ca+
icb+
icb−
ca−


 = Ψ. (5.46)

Hence, the spinor (5.37) is indeed a Majorana spinor.

Using the gamma matrices (5.40) the total Hamiltonian (5.38) becomes

htotal(p) = 3J(γ0γ1px − γ0γ2py)− i3
√

3Kγ1γ2. (5.47)

Note (5.47) is independent of the choice of β, it is completely fixed by α1 and α2.

The low energy limit many-body Hamiltonian is then given by

Htotal =

∫
d2pΨ†ph(p)totalΨp. (5.48)

Therefore, the low energy limit of the isotropic Kitaev honeycomb model is given

by Majorana spinors (5.37) obeying a Dirac equation (5.47) embedded in flat

(2 + 1)−dimensional Minkowski spacetime. This Dirac Hamiltonian has a linear

energy dispersion relation, much like graphene, and a K-term that gives rise to

an energy gap at the Fermi points. It is shown in Chapter 6 that the K-term

is proportional to the completely anti-symmetric part of the torsion tensor in

2 + 1 dimensions. Hence, a non-zero K couples the Majorana spinors (5.37) to a

non-trivial torsion field.
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B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>
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Figure 5.4: The phase diagram of the anisotropic KHLM, where the couplings are

normalised as Jx + Jy + Jz = 1. The isotropic case with Jx = Jy = Jz is denoted

by a dot in the centre of the triangles. The quantum spin liquid topological phase

that supports Majorana fermions, denoted as B, sits in the centre of the diagram.

The topological phases Ai correspond to the Toric Code phase. The boundaries

between the Ai and B phases are defined by (5.49).

5.1.5 Phases and Anyonic Excitations

This section explores the phase diagram of the Kitaev honeycomb model. For

certain values of the couplings {Ji} and K, the ground state of the Kitaev honey-

comb model exhibits topological order due to long-range entanglement Lahtinen &

Pachos (2009b, 2010); Lahtinen et al. (2012), which can lead to excitations that

behave as Abelian or non-Abelian anyons Kitaev (2006). Consider the model

with K = 0. It is clear from (5.21) and (5.28) that the model is only gapless if

Jxe
iq·n1 + Jye

iq·n2 + Jz = 0 for some q. This has solutions when

|Jx| ≤ |Jy|+ |Jz|, |Jy| ≤ |Jz|+ |Jx|, |Jz| ≤ |Jx|+ |Jy|. (5.49)

Fig. 5.4 shows the phase diagram of the no-vortex sector of the Kitaev honeycomb

model, where Ji ≥ 0 and Jx + Jy + Jz = 1. The central B phase in Fig. 5.4
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is the gapless quantum spin liquid topological phase Balents (2010); Knolle &

Moessner (2019); Savary & Balents (2017) defined by (5.49). Taking K 6= 0

opens a gap in the spectrum. The model in this phase is a p+ip superconductor

in the D class with a non-trivial Chern number ν = 1 Chiu et al. (2016). In the B
phase sufficiently separated vortices, of the type discussed in Section 5.1.3, bind

Majorana zero modes Dusuel et al. (2008); Kitaev (2003); Otten et al. (2019);

Schmidt et al. (2008); ?. These Majoranas behave like Ising anyons σ Lahtinen

& Pachos (2009b) sharing the same anyonic statistics as the excitations of the

SU(2)2 string-net Bonderson (2007).

The Ai phases in Fig. 5.4 are gapped phases with Chern number ν = 0 Kitaev

(2006). The phase transitions between the B and Ai phases are defined by the

boundaries of the region (5.49). For example, the transition between the B and

Ax phase is defined by Jx = Jy + Jz. Due to the rotational symmetry of the

lattice the three Ai phases are the same up to some permutation of the x, y, and

z links. The Ai phases of the Kitaev honeycomb model are actually equivalent

to the toric code Kitaev (2006), reviewed in Section 2.2. Vortices in these phases

behave like the Abelian e and m anyons of the toric code.

5.1.6 Two-Point Majorana Correlations

The two-point Majorana correlations are the expectation values 〈cicj〉 = tr(ρcicj)

of Majorana operators at different lattice sites. The Majorana correlation ma-

trix can be easily found through exact diagonalisation of the Kitaev honeycomb

Hamiltonian (5.13) given here for convenience

H = i
N∑

i,j=1

Aijcicj, (5.50)

where N is the number of sites in the lattice. This section presents the calculation.

Aij is an anti-symmetric matrix with purely imaginary eigenvalues that occur in

positive/negative pairs, ±iεk. Therefore, Aij can be diagonalised with complex
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matrices as follows,

A = UDU †

=




u1

u∗1
u2

u∗2
...




T 


iε1 0 0 0 . . .
0 −iε1 0 0 . . .
0 0 iε2 0 . . .
0 0 0 −iε2 . . .
...

...
...

...
. . .







(u1)†

(u∗1)†

(u2)†

(u∗2)†

...



,

(5.51)

where U is a unitary matrix. The Hamiltonian then becomes

H =
1

4
cT (iA)c =

1

4
cTU(iD)U †c, (5.52)

where c is a column vector of Majorana operators. This gives the complex fermion

representation of the normal modes, g = 1√
2
U †c,



g†1
g1
...


 =

1√
2
U †



c1

c2
...


 . (5.53)

Using (5.52) and (5.53) the Hamiltonian (5.50) can be rewritten as,

H =

N/2∑

k=1

εk

(
g†kgk −

1

2

)
(5.54)

Taking the outer product of c with cT gives a matrix of correlation operators.

Using (5.53) gives



c1c1 c1c2 . . .
c2c1 c2c2 . . .

...
...

. . .


 = 2U



g†1g1 0 . . .

0 g1g
†
1 . . .

...
...

. . .


U †. (5.55)

The right hand side of this equation becomes a linear sum of elements of gg†. As

the expectation value of a linear sum of operators is equal to the linear sum of

the expectation values, each element in gg† can be replaced by its expectation

value, 


1 〈c1c2〉 . . .
〈c2c1〉 1 . . .

...
...

. . .


 = 2U



〈g†1g1〉 0 . . .

0 〈g1g
†
1〉 . . .

...
...

. . .


U †. (5.56)
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The expectation value 〈g†i gj〉 at zero temperature is then given by the Fermi-Dirac

distribution with a Fermi energy of zero. This result is used in Section 6.2.2 to

analyse the behaviour of the Majorana correlations for different coupling regimes

of Kitaev’s honeycomb model in order to verify the accuracy of the effective

geometric description of the model.

5.2 Riemann-Cartan Spacetime in 2 + 1 Dimen-

sions

Section 5.1 shows the continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb lattice model

is described by Majorana spinors obeying a Dirac Hamiltonian on a flat (2 +

1)−dimensional Minkowski spacetime. This section considers Majorana spinors

on a curved spacetime. The notation introduced in this section will be used in

Chapter 6. The first half of the section introduces the tools needed to trans-

form from a flat space to a curved space. Specifically, Section 5.2.1 introduces

the dreibein and metric and Section 5.2.2 discusses the covariant derivative, the

connection of a spacetime and the contorsion tensor. Section 5.2.3 then considers

the idea of parallel transport and how this pertains to the curvature and torsion

of a spacetime. Curved spacetimes that support torsion are of particular inter-

est, as in Chapter 6 it will be shown that the K term in the Kitaev honeycomb

model couples the majorana spinors to a non-trivial torsion. Such spacetimes are

called Riemann-Cartan spacetimes Carroll (2003); Nakahara (2003); Reall (2017).

Finally, Section 5.2.4 presents the form of the Dirac action and Hamiltonian of

spinors on a (2 + 1)−dimensional Riemann-Cartan spacetime. The form of the

Hamiltonian is specific to a static spacetime Schutz (2009); Wald (1984).

5.2.1 Dreibein and Metric

Consider a (2+1)−dimensional spacetime (M, g) with coordinate system (t, x, y).

M is a differentiable manifold and g is a metric tensor. At every point p in M

we have a tangent space which is the space of vectors tangent to functions in

M passing through the point p. The coordinate basis vectors {eµ = ∂µ} of a

tangent space give the rate of change of the corresponding functions in M as you
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move along a coordinate vector xµ of M . The dual basis vectors {eµ = dxµ} are

defined such that eµ(eν) = δµν . The metric tensor g is a function which defines

the inner product of two tangent vectors v and w at a point p in M and produces

a real scalar g(v, w). This defines idea of distances on a manifold. Greek indices

ranging over t, x, y are used to represent components of tensors with respect to

the coordinate basis.

To work with spinors on a general spacetime we need to define an orthonormal

basis with respect to the metric tensor g. The dreibein basis is a set of orthonormal

basis vectors given by {ea = e µ
a eµ} with a corresponding dual basis {ea = eaµe

µ},
which satisfies g(ea, eb) = ηab and ea(eb) = δab , where ηab = diag(1,−1,−1) is the

Minkowski metric. In components, these relations read

gµνe
µ
a e

ν
b = ηab, eaµe

µ
b = δab , (5.57)

where g(eµ, eν) = gµν are the components of the metric with respect to the co-

ordinate basis. Note the choice of dreibein basis is not unique. Latin indices

ranging over 0, 1, 2 are used to represent components of tensors with respect to

the dreibein basis.

The components of the dreibein e µ
a themselves are sometimes called the

dreibein, while the components of the dual dreibein eaµ are called the inverse

dreibein as they allow one to invert the expressions in (5.57). This thesis adopts

the convention of calling them both the dreibein. The dreibein allow us to trans-

form components between frames (basis representations), i.e. for a (0, 1) tensor

A we have Aµ = eaµAa and Aa = e µ
a Aµ, for a (0, 2) tensor we need only look

at the example of the metric tensor in (5.57) and so on for higher rank tensors.

The metrics gµν and ηab and their inverses gµν and ηab lower and raise Greek and

Latin indices, respectively.

5.2.2 Spin Connection

Differentiation is the process of comparing a tensor at two infinitesimally sep-

arated points on the manifold M . This presents a problem, tensors defined at

different points are exist in different spaces. In order to compare tensors consis-

tently we define the covariant derivative which can be viewed as the basis (or
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frame) independent generalisation of the partial derivative at all points on M .

Unlike the partial derivative of a tensor the covariant derivative transforms via

a covariant transformation under a change of basis, retaining certain identifying

properties in the same way that a tensor does. This is because the covariant

derivative of a tensor is also a tensor. The covariant derivative of a rank (1, 1)

tensor Aµν in the coordinate basis is given by

∇αA
µ
ν = ∂αA

µ
ν + ΓµβαA

β
ν − ΓβναA

µ
β, (5.58)

where Γαβγ are the components of the connection. This definition can be extended

to arbitrary rank tensors with a factor of Γαβγ for each index of the tensor.

The covariant derivative is defined by the choice of connection. A metric

compatible connection is one for which the metric is covariantly constant ∇g = 0.

Any metric compatible connection has the form

Γρµν = Γ̃ρµν +Kρ
µν , (5.59)

where Γ̃ρµν are the components of the unique torsion free metric compatible con-

nection also known as the Levi-Civita connection or the Christoffel symbols, and

Kρ
µν is the contortion tensor. The contortion tensor is given by

Kρ
µν =

1

2
(T ρµν + T ρ

µ ν + T ρ
ν µ). (5.60)

where T ρµν = 2Γρ[µν] is the torsion tensor. Square brackets denote anti-symmetrisation

over indices within the bracket, i.e. Γρ[µν] = 1
2
(Γρµν − Γρνµ). The Levi-Civita con-

nection is completely defined by the metric

Γ̃ρµν =
1

2
gρσ(∂µgσν + ∂νgσµ − ∂σgµν), (5.61)

and is symmetric on exchange of µ and ν. This is why we called the Levi-Civita

connection ”torsion free”, as T ρµν = 2Γρ[µν] = 0 if Γρµν = Γ̃ρµν . Torsion and the

torsion tensor will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.3.

The covariant derivative can be written in terms of the dreibein basis. The

covariant derivative of a (1, 1) tensor Aab in the dreibein basis has a similar form

to the coordinate basis in (5.58)

∇µA
a
b = ∂µA

a
b + ωaµcA

c
b − ωcµbAac, (5.62)
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where ωaµb are the components of the spin connection given by

ωaµb = eaα(∂µe
α
b + Γαβµe

β
b ). (5.63)

Besides defining the covariant derivative in the driebein basis, the spin connection

allows one to take covariant derivatives of spinors. This will be discussed further

in Section 5.2.4.

Metric compatible connections given by (5.59), result in spin connections of

the form

ωaµb = ω̃aµb +Ka
µb, (5.64)

where ω̃aµb is the Levi-Civita spin connection obtained by substituting the coordi-

nate Levi-Civita connection from (5.61) into (5.63). The contortion tensor in the

dreibein basis is Ka
µb = eaρe

ν
b K

ρ
µν . Note, although the Levi-Civita connection is

unique the Levi-Civita spin connection is not as the dreibein basis is non-unique.

There is a unique Levi-Civita spin connection for each choice of driebein.

It can be shown that if the connection is metric compatible as in (5.59) then

∇µe
ν
a = 0, where we have taken the dreibein e µ

a to be the components of a (1, 1)

tensor. This is sometimes called the dreibein postulate or the tetrad postulate.

5.2.3 Curvature and Torsion

The connection defines the curvature and torsion of a spacetime. It is beneficial

to first discuss the geometrical meaning of these quantities. To do this we need to

introduce the idea of parallel transport. Parallel transport can be crudely defined

as the act of transporting a tensor A along a curve defined on the manifold M

while keeping its relative orientation to the manifold constant. The components

of a (1, 1) tensor Aµν for example, vary with the basis vectors eµ and eν to keep the

relative orientation constant. More concretely the condition for parallel transport

of a tensor is the components of the covariant derivative of the tensor vanish, i.e.

∇A = 0 or for a (1, 1) tensor

∇αA
µ
ν = 0. (5.65)

With this definition let us now discuss the geometrical meaning of torsion. Take

the point p with coordinates {xρ} and the infinitesimal vectors X = ερeρ and
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Y = δρeρ. Parallel transporting X along the infinitesimal displacement defined

by Y to the point s with coordinates {xρ + δρ} and vice versa for Y to q with

coordinates {xρ + ερ} results in two vectors sr1 and qr2 respectively. These are

defined as sr1 = ερ + (∂νε
ρ)δν and qr2 = δρ + (∂µδ

ρ)εµ. The vectors X, Y , sr1

and qr2 do not in general define a closed parallelogram as the points r1 and r2 do

not necessarily coincide. The vector r1r2 is given by

r1r2 = pq + qr2 − ps− sr1

= T ρµνε
µδν ,

(5.66)

where T ρµν is the torsion tensor which has already been defined as

T ρµν = 2Γρ[µν], (5.67)

with respect to the coordinate basis. Hence, the torsion tensor gives a measure

of the separation of r1 and r2. Note in (5.66) we have used ∂νε
ρ = −Γρµνε

µ and

∂µδ
ρ = −Γρνµδ

ν which can be derived from the definition of parallel transport

(5.65).

We now discuss the geometrical meaning of curvature. Parallel transporting

a vector from a point p to r along two different paths will in general result in

two different vectors. The difference in the resulting vectors is due the Riemann

tensor, sometimes called the Riemann curvature tensor. Take a parallelogram

pqrs with coordinates {xρ}, {xρ + ερ}, {xρ + ερ + δρ} and {xρ + δρ}, where ερ

and δρ are infinitesimal displacements. A vector Vp defined at p will result in

the vector Vr when parallel transported along C = pqr and the vector V ′r when

parallel transported along C ′ = psr. From the definition of the parallel transport

(5.65) one finds the difference between these vectors is

V ′r − Vr = V σ
p R

ρ
σµνε

µδν , (5.68)

where V σ
p are the components of Vp and Rρ

σµν are the components of the Riemann

tensor which gives the curvature of a connection and is defined as

Rρ
σµν = ∂µΓρνσ − ∂νΓρµσ + ΓρµλΓ

λ
νσ − ΓρνλΓ

λ
µσ. (5.69)

From the Riemann tensor, we can define two more geometric quantities, the Ricci

tensor Rµν and the Ricci scalar R

Rµν = Rσ
µσν , R = Rµ

µ. (5.70)
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In terms of a full metric compatible connection Γαµν = Γ̃ρµν+Kρ
µν the Riemann

tensor is given by

Rρ
σµν = R̃ρ

σµν + 2∂[µK
ρ
ν]σ + 2Γ̃ρ[µ|λK

λ
ν]σ

+ 2Kρ
[µ|λΓ̃

λ
ν]σ + 2Kρ

[µ|λK
λ
ν]σ,

(5.71)

where R̃ρ
σµν is defined by replacing all Γαβµ in (5.69) with the Levi-Civita connec-

tion Γ̃αβµ. The square bracket notation A[µ|νBρ] denotes anti-symmetrisation over

µ and ρ, leaving ν unchanged. The corresponding Ricci scalar can be written as

R = R̃−KρµνK
ρµν , (5.72)

where it is assumed that the contortion is completely anti-symmetric. This as-

sumption is made because spinor fields on Riemann-Cartan geometry only couple

to the completely anti-symmetric part of the contorsion and torsion tensors. This

will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.4. The Ricci scalar gives the scalar

curvature of spacetime.

5.2.4 Spinor Fields on Riemann-Cartan Geometry

The Dirac Action

The action for a spin-1
2

particle ψ of massm defined on a general (2+1)−dimensional

Riemann-Cartan spacetime (M, g) is given by Nakahara (2003)

SRC =
i

2

∫

M

d2+1x|e|
(
ψ̄γµDµψ −Dµψγ

µψ + 2imψ̄ψ
)
, (5.73)

where {γµ} are the curved space gamma matrices. These matrices obey the

Clifford algebra {γµ, γν} = 2gµν and are related to the flat space gamma matrices

{γa} defined in (5.40) via γµ = e µ
a γ

a, which obey the flat space Clifford algebra

{γa, γb} = 2ηab. The gamma matrices obey (γa)† = γ0γaγ0. The object |e| =

| det[eaµ]| which from (5.57) obeys |e| =
√
|g|, where g is the determinant of

the metric. The flat space gamma matrices are used to define the Dirac adjoint

ψ̄ = ψ†γ0.

The covariant derivative of a spinor ψ is given by

Dµψ = ∂µψ + ωµψ, (5.74)

Dµψ = (Dµψ)†γ0 = ∂µψ̄ − ψ̄ωµ, (5.75)
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where ωµ is given by

ωµ =
i

2
ωµabΣ

ab, Σab =
i

4
[γa, γb], (5.76)

and ωµab = ηacω
c
µb are the components of the spin connection defined in (5.63).

The notation Dµ is used instead of∇µ to distinguish between the covariant deriva-

tive of a spinor and that of a tensor. The rest of this thesis will refer to ωµ as the

connection as well.

To quantise this theory the curved space anti-commutation relations are im-

posed on the spinors

{ψα(t,x), ψβ(t,x′)} = {ψ†α(t,x), ψ†β(t,x′)} = 0,

{ψ†α(t,x), ψβ(t,x′)} =
i

|e|δαβδ
(2)(x− x′),

(5.77)

where α, β label the components of the spinors and δ(2)(x−x′) is the two dimen-

sional Dirac delta function.

As shown in Section 5.1.4, the continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb

model can be described with a single-particle Hamiltonian (5.47) expressed with

respect to a spinor field Ψ obeying flat spacetime anti-commutation relations i.e.

(5.77) with |e| = 1. Chapter 6 focuses on comparing the single particle Kitaev

and quantum field theory Hamiltonians. This means the corresponding spinors

of each must satisfy the same anti-commutation relations. Hence, the spinors ψ

of the Riemann-Cartan theory in (5.73) are renormalised by defining

χ =
√
|e|ψ, (5.78)

which indeed obeys the flat spacetime anti-commutation relations, {χ†α(t,x), χβ(t,x′)} =

iδαβδ
(2)(x−x′). The identification Ψ = χ can then be made between the spinors

of the Kitaev model around the Fermi points (5.37) and those of the Riemann-

Cartan theory (5.78).

Substituting the new spinor χ into the Dirac action (5.73) and explicitly ex-

panding out the covariant derivatives gives

SRC =
i

2

∫

M

d2+1x (χ̄γµ∂µχ− ∂µχ̄γµχ+ χ̄{γµ, ωµ}χ) , (5.79)
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where m = 0 is taken until the end of this section in order to tidy up the algebra.

Integrating by parts to remove ∂µχ̄ gives

SRC =

∫
d2+1xχ̄

(
iγµ∂µ +

i

2
{γµ, ωµ}+

i

2
∂µγ

µ

)
χ. (5.80)

It can be shown that in (2+1)−dimensional spacetime {γa, [γb, γc]} = 4εabcγ0γ1γ2,

where εabc is the Levi-Civita symbol. The Levi-Civita symbol is totally anti-

symmetric on exchange of any two indices. Hence, the second term in the inte-

grand can be written as

{γµ, ωµ} = −1

8
ωµab{e µ

c γ
c, [γa, γb]} = −1

2
ωabcε

abcγ0γ1γ2, (5.81)

where ωabc = e µ
a ωµbc. The action is then given by

SRC =

∫
d2+1xχ̄

(
iγµ∂µ −

i

4
ωabcε

abcγ0γ1γ2 +
i

2
∂µγ

µ

)
χ. (5.82)

The Hamiltonian

To produce a Riemann-Cartan Hamiltonian comparable to the Hamiltonian of

the Kitaev honeycomb model (5.48) one must first restrict to the appropriate

type of spacetime. A static spacetime is one which is constant in time and time-

reversal invariant Schutz (2009); Wald (1984). These conditions are both true for

the Kitaev honeycomb model with couplings that are constant in time. Hence,

(M, g) is restricted to be a static spacetime with M taking the form

M = R× Σ (5.83)

with the coordinate system (t, xi), where R corresponds to time and Σ is a two

dimensional “spacial” curved surface. In this way, only the purely spatial part

of spacetime is curved with an orthogonal “temporal” vector field which can be

viewed simply as some parameter. This corresponds to the geometric description

of the Kitaev model as time remains unaffected by the distortion of the system’s

couplings.

The metric tensor g takes a block-diagonal form in this coordinate system

gµν =




1 0 0
0 gxx gxy
0 gxy gyy


 (5.84)
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and is constant in coordinate time, ∂tgµν = 0, as long as the system’s couplings

are similarly constant. The dreibein that corresponding to this metric take the

form

eaµ =




1 0 0
0 e1

x e1
y

0 e2
x e2

y


 , e µ

a =




1 0 0
0 e x

1 e y
1

0 e x
2 e y

2


 , (5.85)

where the convention taken is that the index a runs down the columns while the

index µ runs along the rows.

From the definition (5.61), it is clear that all time components of the Levi-

Civita connection Γ̃ρµν will vanish, Γ̃tµν = Γ̃ρtν = Γ̃ρνt = 0. This along with the

definition (5.63) means the time components of the corresponding Levi-Civita

spin connection will also vanish, ω̃atb = ω̃0
µb = ω̃aµ0 = 0. The contortion of the spin

connection remains unaffected. Expanding out the spin connection term in the

action (5.82) gives

ωabcε
abc = ω̃abcε

abc +Kabcε
abc =

1

2
Tabcε

abc, (5.86)

where the contortion is replaced with torsion using the definition (5.60) and the

fact that ω̃abcε
abc = 0 on a (2+1)−dimensional static spacetime is used. This can

be easily derived by observing that εabc = 0 if any of the indices a, b, and c are

equal. However, if the indices are unique then ω̃abc = 0 as one must necessarily

be the time component in 2 + 1 dimensions.

Due to (5.86), the spinor field only couples to the completely anti-symmetric

part of the torsion Tabc or contorsion Kabc. For this reason, without loss of gen-

erality, the torsion can be taken to to be completely anti-symmetric

Tabc =
1

3!
φεabc, (5.87)

where φ is referred to as the torsion pseudoscalar. This is the assumption made

to produce (5.72).

Using (5.86) and (5.87), the action (5.82) reduces to the simple form

SRC =

∫
d2+1xχ̄

(
iγµ∂µ −

i

8
φγ0γ1γ2 +

i

2
∂iγ

i

)
χ

≡
∫

d2+1xLRC,

(5.88)
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where LRC is the Lagrangian density.

With a static spacetime, the Hamiltonian can be defined from the Lagrangian

density via a Legendre transformation as

HRC =

∫
d2x

(
∂LRC

∂χ̇
χ̇− LRC

)
≡
∫

d2xχ†hRCχ, (5.89)

where hRC is the single-particle Hamiltonian given by

hRC = e i
a γ

0γapi +
i

8
φγ1γ2 +

i

2
∂ie

i
a γ

0γa +mγ0, (5.90)

where the mass m has be reintroduced and pi = −i∂i is the canonical momentum

operator. Hence, (5.89) gives the form of a Hamiltonian of spinors on a static

Riemann-Cartan spacetime.

The formulas presented here are used in Chapter 6 to determine the effec-

tive curvature and torsion of the Kitaev honeycomb model with various coupling

parameters. The geometric meaning of the couplings of the Kitaev model are

derived through comparison of the single particle Hamiltonian (5.90) with a gen-

eralised version of (5.47). The behaviour of the two-point correlations and vortex

excitations of the Kitaev honeycomb model are numerically studied showing a

strong agreement with the Riemann-Cartan description.

5.3 Summary

This chapter introduced the basics of the Kitaev honeycomb model. A Dirac

Hamiltonian describing the continuum limit behaviour of the model is derived

from its original definition as a model of interacting spin-1/2 particles on a lattice.

This chapter also presents the components of (2 + 1)−dimensional Riemann-

Cartan geometry and uses them to define a Hamiltonian of spinors on a spacetime

with curvature and torsion.

The next chapter brings these two topics together to produce an effective geo-

metric description of the Kitaev honeycomb model, relating coupling parameters

of the Kitaev honeycomb model to components of (2+1)−dimensional Riemann-

Cartan geometry. The accuracy of this description is studied numerically by

analysing the response of physical observables to variations in the couplings.
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Specifically the spacial profiles of two-point correlations and vortex excitations

are studied.
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Chapter 6

Geometric description of the

Kitaev honeycomb lattice model

This chapter studies the continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model in a

variety of coupling regimes deriving a geometric description of the model in terms

of Majorana spinors obeying the Dirac equation embedded in a Riemann-Cartan

spacetime. Moreover, the Majorana spinors are coupled to a non-trivial torsion.

This geometry emerges purely from distortions in the couplings of the system and

not from the geometry of the lattice itself. Note, this description is numerically

verified by studying the behaviour of the spacial distribution of the quantum

correlations in the ground state of the model. As the couplings are varied the

numerically observed geometric distortion of the two-point Majorana correlations

agrees faithfully with the stretching of space theoretically predicted by the metric

of the geometric description. Hence, the Riemann-Cartan description can be

employed to accurately describe the behaviour of the Kitaev honeycomb model

in a quantum field theory language. This opens up the exciting possibility to

theoretically study dynamical or response properties of the model, such as the

energy-momentum currents and momentum densities Golan & Stern (2018) as a

function of coupling distortions or temperature gradients, in a quantitative way.

The continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model is compared to the

dirac equation in (2 + 1)−dimensional Riemann-Cartan spacetime. and coupling

parameters of the model are identified with components of the spacetime. The

nearest neighbour interactions define the non-trivial dreibein and metric. While
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

the next to nearest neighbour interactions couple the Majorana spinors of the

theory to a non-trivial torsion. These spinors become massive when a Kekulé

distortion is introduced to the nearest neighbour interactions.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 demonstrates that the low en-

ergy limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model can be faithfully described by massless

Majorana fermions propagating on a Riemann-Cartan background, with geomet-

ric characteristics fully determined by the coupling constants of the model. It is

broken down into three parts each studying a different coupling regime. Section

6.1.1 looks at the isotropic regime, where Jx = Jy = Jz = 1. For this case it

is also shown that a Kekulé distortion of the nearest neighbour couplings gener-

ates mass in the continuum limit. Section 6.1.2 studies the generally anisotropic

regime, where all {Ji} are independent of each other. Section 6.1.3 then restricts

to a specific case of the anisotropic coupling regime, where Jx = Jy = 1 and

0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2. Section 6.2 is broken down into two parts. Section 6.2.1 determines

the specific form of the effective stretching predicted by the non-trivial metric for

the specific anisotropic coupling regime studied in Section 6.1.3. Section 6.2.2

then presents a numerical investigation comparing this stretching to the observed

distortions of the two point Majorana correlations for various coupling configu-

rations within this regime, thus verifying the non-trivial description of the model

in terms of the metric. Finally, Section 6.3 presents the conclusions and outlines

possible areas of future research based on this work.

6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev

model

This section compares the continuum limit single particle Hamiltonian of the

Kitaev honeycomb model in a variety of coupling regimes to the Riemann-Cartan

Hamiltonian given in (5.90). An effective geometric description of the model is

formed and several components of the corresponding spacetime are identified with

couplings of the microscopic model.

The non-trivial geometric features of a Riemann-Cartan theory are encoded in

the dreibein e µ
a and torsion pseudoscalar φ. These quantities are found to corre-
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

spond to the nearest and next to nearest neighbour interactions of the microscopic

model, respectively. The curvature of the geometric theory is fully determined

by the dreibein and torsion pseudoscalar. In order to achieve non-trivial curva-

ture the couplings of the model are upgraded to space dependent parameters. It

is assumed that the Fourier transformation (5.18) at each point in space is still

approximately valid for space dependent couplings that vary slowly with respect

to the overall magnitude of J and K. Hence, the continuum limit of the model is

taken to be of the same form as the model with constant parameters, where the

couplings have been simply upgraded to slowly varying space dependent func-

tions. For this reason the ∂ie
i
a term of the general Riemann-Cartan Hamiltonian

(5.90) is set to zero. The mass m of the Riemann-Cartan theory is identified

with a Kekeulé distortion of the original Kitaev honeycomb model as presented

in Yang et al. (2019).

This section is broken down as follows. Section 6.1.1 compares the continuum

limit of the isotropic Kitaev model to the Riemann-Cartan theory. Section 6.1.2

derives the continuum limit of the generally anisotropic case, where the {Ji}
couplings are taken to be independent from one another. The K term is also

modified in an anisotropic manner, such that the Fermi points still depend solely

on the nearest neighbour couplings. Section 6.1.3 studies the geometric properties

of a specific coupling regime within the generally anisotropic case, where Jx =

Jy = 1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2. The accuracy of the effective geometric description of

this specific case is probed numerically in Section 6.2 by studying the response

of two point Majorana correlations to variations in Jz.

6.1.1 The isotropic Jx = Jy = Jz = J model

Consider the Kitaev honeycomb model with isotropic nearest neighbour cou-

plings, Jx = Jy = Jz = J . The corresponding single particle continuum limit

Hamiltonian for which J is a constant is given in (5.47) and repeated here for

convenience

hKHLM(p) = 3J(γ0γ1px − γ0γ2py)− i3
√

3Kγ1γ2. (6.1)
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

This can be interpreted as a Riemann-Cartan Hamiltonian of the form (5.90) and

the corresponding dreibein, metric, curvature and torsion of the model can be

identified.

Dreibein and Metric

A direct comparison of the isotropic continuum limit (6.1) with the Riemann-

Cartan Hamiltonian (5.90) reveals that the dreibein of the model are given by

e µ
a =




1 0 0
0 3J 0
0 0 −3J


 , eaµ =




1 0 0
0 1

3J
0

0 0 − 1
3J


 , (6.2)

with the corresponding metric

gµν = eaµe
b
νηab =




1 0 0
0 − 1

9J2 0
0 0 − 1

9J2


 . (6.3)

We see that the J term alone determines the metric of the model and is unaffected

by the K term. The time components of the dreibein and metric are fixed by the

assumption of a static spacetime (5.83).

Curvature and Torsion

For a static spacetime of the form M = R×Σ, the metric, after diagonalisation,

takes the form

gµν =




1 0 0
0 F 0
0 0 G


 , (6.4)

where F = F (x, y) and G = G(x, y) are arbitrary functions of space only.

The curvature of a spacetime can be derived as in (5.71) from the Riemann

tensor of the Levi-Civita connection and the contorsion tensor.

From (5.61) the metric (6.4) gives the components of the Levi-Civita connec-

tion as

Γ̃xxx =
1

2F
∂xF, Γ̃xxy = Γ̃xyx =

1

2F
∂yF,

Γ̃xyy = − 1

2F
∂xG, Γ̃yyy =

1

2G
∂yG,

Γ̃yxy = Γ̃yyx =
1

2G
∂xG, Γ̃yxx = − 1

2G
∂yF,

(6.5)
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

where all of the time components vanish.

With a Levi-Civita connection of the form (6.5), the corresponding Ricci scalar

is given by

R̃ = −1

2

[
∂x

(
∂xG

FG

)
+ ∂y

(
∂yF

FG

)
+
∂2
xG+ ∂2

yF

FG

]
. (6.6)

Evaluating (6.6) for the isotropic case F = G = − 1
9J2 given in (6.3), by upgrading

the parameter J to an arbitrary function of space yields the Ricci scalar

R̃ = 2∂2 ln J, (6.7)

where ∂2 = gµν∂µ∂ν is the Laplacian operator.

All of the time components of the Levi-Civita connection vanish. Thus all of

the time components of the corresponding curvature will also vanish. This means

it is sufficient to study the curvature of the two dimensional spatial hypersurface

Σ. It can be shown from its definition (5.69) that the Riemann tensor of a two

dimensional torsion free space satisfies the symmetries R̃ijkl = −R̃jikl, R̃ijkl =

−R̃ijlk and R̃[ijk]l = 0. As before, square brackets denote anti-symmeterisation

over all indices within the bracket. From these symmetries and the definitions

of the Ricci tensor and scalar (5.70) it can further be shown that the Riemann

tensor in a two dimensional space has only one independent component given by

R̃ijkl =
1

2
R̃(gikglj − gilgkj), (6.8)

where R is the Ricci scalar and i, j, k, l denote spatial components. Hence, the

Riemann tensor is completely determined by the Ricci scalar (6.3) and the metric

(6.7).

In order to obtain non-zero curvature from the Levi-Civita connection, the

coupling constant J must be position dependent as ∂iJ = 0 implies R̃ = 0. How-

ever, the continuum limit of the Kitaev honeycomb model was derived in Section

5.1.4 with the assumption that the couplings are constant ∂µJ = 0 and the system

is homogeneous. It is proposed here that upgrading J to a position dependent pa-

rameter that varies slowly with respect to the overall magnitude of the couplings

J and K means the Fourier transformation (5.18) at each point in space still

holds approximately and the obtained effective curvature of the geometric pic-

ture is still valid. No specific numerics testing the accuracy of (6.8) are presented
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

in this thesis. Possible probes of the curvature may be bulk fermionic energy

currents and momentum densities induced by a spacial derivatives of the Ricci

scalar. These observables are studied theoretically in detail in Golan & Stern

(2018) for a system of spinless fermions on a two dimensional square lattice.

Comparison of the Hamiltonians (6.1) and (5.90) reveals that the torsion

pseudoscalar φ and mass m are given by

φ = −24
√

3K, m = 0. (6.9)

From φ, via the relation (5.87), the corresponding components of the torsion and

contortion in the dreibein basis are given by

Tabc = −4
√

3Kεabc, Kabc = −2
√

3Kεabc, (6.10)

The contorsion tensor Kabc also determines the total Ricci scalar via (5.72) which

is given by

R = 2∂2 ln J − 72K2, (6.11)

where the identity εabcε
abc = 6 is used. The total Ricci scalar R is non-zero even

when ∂iJ = 0 due to the contribution from the torsion pseudoscalar φ. Note that

although (6.8) does not hold for spacetimes with torsion, the Riemann tensor is

still completely defined by the Levi-Civita connection (6.5), the corresponding

Ricci scalar (6.7) and the contorsion tensor (6.10) through the relation (5.71).

In summary, the continuum limit of the isotropic Kitaev honeycomb model

describes massless Majorana fermions on a curved spacetime with torsion propor-

tional to the next to nearest neighbour K term. The nearest neighbour J terms

become the kinetic terms defining non-trivial dreibein. Both the J and K terms

contribute to the curvature of the model.

The K term is inserted into the Kitaev honeycomb model as three-spin inter-

actions which generates an energy gap and gives rise to a well defined non-Abelian

topological phase discussed in Section 5.1.5. This energy gap is the microscopic

signature of torsion in the continuum limit, not mass.
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Strong bonds

Weak bonds

𝒔"

𝒔#𝒔$

Figure 6.1: The Kekulé distortion in the couplings of the honeycomb lattice

model, as described by Eqns. (6.12) and (6.13), which generate a mass term in

the Hamiltonian. Strong and weak tunnelling couplings are indicated as thick and

thin bonds, respectively, between lattice sites. This configuration of couplings

is periodic with respect to a unit cell with six sites, as shown. The vectors

s1 = (0,−1), s2 = (
√

3
2
, 1

2
) and s3 = (−

√
3

2
, 1

2
), used in (6.12) and (6.13), which

translate between lattices A and B are also depicted.

Mass from Kekulé distortion

The natural question now arises as to what term could be introduced to the

microscopic Kitaev Hamiltonian (5.13) to give rise to mass in the continuum

limit. One such term is a Kekulé distortion of the nearest neighbour couplings of

the Majorana fermions as studied in Yang et al. (2019). This type of interaction

has been theoretically studied in graphene for complex fermions and shown to

generate a mass gap in Hou et al. (2007).

A Kekulé distortion is produced by introducing a term to the microscopic

Hamiltonian of the Kitaev honeycomb model (5.13) of the form

δH = i
∑

i∈A

3∑

k=1

δJikc
a
ri
cbri+sk

+ h.c., (6.12)

where the sub-lattice A is defined in Fig. 5.2 and the vectors s1 = (0,−1), s2 =

(
√

3
2
, 1

2
) and s3 = (−

√
3

2
, 1

2
) are shown in Fig. 6.1. The Ji couplings for i ∈ (x, y, z)
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

are effectively inhomogeneously distorted by

δJik =
M

3
eiP+·skei(P+−P−)·ri + c.c., (6.13)

where M = m+ imi is a complex constant number and P± are the Fermi points

of the model given in (5.32). This is a Kekulé distortion of the J couplings shown

in Fig. 6.1.

The Kekulé distortion expands the unit cell of the lattice to include six sites

rather than the original two, causing the Brillouin zone to fold three times com-

pared to the undisturbed case. Fourier transforming and restricting to low en-

ergy contributions near the Fermi points (6.12) gives, up to first order in mo-

menta, Yang et al. (2019)

δH = Ψ†(γ0m+ γ0γ5mi)Ψ. (6.14)

The contribution to the single-particle Hamiltonian (5.47) is

hm = mγ0 + γ0γ5mi, (6.15)

where γ0 and γ5 are given in (5.39) and (5.41) respectively. The first term is

equivalent to the mass term in (5.90). Hence, the Majoranas fermions in the

geometric description of the Kitaev honeycomb model acquire a mass from a

non-trivial real Kekulé distortion. The second term takes the form of an imag-

inary mass or pseudoscalar term present in the ”tachyonic” Dirac Hamiltonian

Jentschura (2012).

When M = 0, the K term produces an energy gap due to a non-zero torsion

and breaks time reversal and chiral symmetry. The model is in the B phase in

Fig. 6.4 in Section 5.1.5, a p+ ip superconductor in the D class with a non-trivial

Chern number ν = 1 Chiu et al. (2016). On the other hand, when K = 0 the

Kekulé distortion creates an energy gap in the Kitaev model proportional to a

non-zero mass M0, where M = M0e
iφ. Time reversal and chiral symmetry of

the model are no longer broken. This phase of the system belongs to the BDI

class with a trivial Chern number ν = 0 Chiu et al. (2016). Upgrading φ to

a space dependent parameter can produce vortices, which trap chiral Majorana

zero modes Jackiw & Rossi (1981); Yang et al. (2019).
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

Figure 6.2: Phase diagram of the KHLM with its energy gap ∆E varying as a

function of the K coupling and the mass, m. By increasing the Kekulé distortion

a first order phase transition is induced from the gapped topological phase of the

KHLM with Chern number ν = 1 that belongs in class D to a gapped Kekulé

phase with Chern number ν = 0 that belongs in class BDI. Both of these phases

support vortices that bound Majorana zero modes. The red dashed line denotes

the analytically obtained phase transition boundary.

There is a phase transition between the BDI and D class of the extended

Kitaev model. The phase diagram of the model for varying m and K is plotted in

Fig. 6.2, where mi = φ = 0. The quantum field theory description of the isotropic

homogeneous model is given by the single particle Hamiltonian (5.90), where

φ = −24
√

3K and ∂ie
i
a = 0. The phase transition occurs when the energy gap is at

a minimum, so the Hamiltonian is studied exactly at the Fermi points pi = 0. The

Hamiltonian becomes a sum of two commuting terms [iγ1γ2, γ0] = 0. Therefore,

the phase transition should occur when the coefficients are equal m = 3
√

3K.

This is in agreement with Fig. 6.2, where the red dotted line marks out this

relation between m and K. As the terms commute this is a first order phase

transition due to an energy level crossing.

Section 6.1.2 performs a comparable investigation to that of the isotropic case
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Figure 6.3: The anisotropic KHLM is given by choosing the couplings Jx, Jy and

Jz to be unequal, giving rise to an anisotropic model. In order to have the K-term

contribute purely to an energy gap the couplings Kx, Ky and Kz are chosen to

be also anisotropic and functions of Ji’s, as given by (6.28).

in this Section and Section 5.1.4 for the generally anisotropic case. That is for

the Kitaev model with Jx, Jy and Jz couplings all independent of each other.

The K term is also modified in an anisotropic manner. Mass producing terms

are not studied for any of the other cases considered in this chapter, although it

is predicted that they will be similar in form to (6.12).

6.1.2 The generally anisotropic J coupling case

This section considers the Kitaev honeycomb model with anisotropic J couplings

where all {Ji} are independent of each other. The next to nearest neighbour

Majorana interactions are also modified, producing anisotropy in the K terms

taking values Kx, Ky and Kz depending on the orientation of the links, as shown

in Fig. 6.3. This is to ensure that the Fermi points remain independent of K.

This will be discussed in more detail later in this section. This case is referred to

as the generally anisotropic case.
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Continuum Limit

The continuum limit of the isotropic model was presented in Section 5.1.4. This

calculation is repeated here for the generally anisotropic case with constant cou-

plings. The Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of the nearest neighbour in-

teractions given in (5.17) and next to nearest neighbour interactions, shown in

Fig. 6.3, taking the modified form

H2 = iK
∑

r

car(−Kxc
a
r+n1

+Kyc
a
r+n2

+Kzc
a
r+n1−n2

)

+cbr(Kxc
b
r+n1

−Kyc
b
r+n2

−Kzc
b
r+n1−n2

) + h.c.

(6.16)

The continuum limit Hamiltonian in momentum space takes the familiar form

H =
∫

d2qψ†qh(q)ψq from (5.26), where ψq = (caq ic
b
q)T, and the single-particle

Hamiltonian h(q) is given by

h(q) =

(
∆(q) −f(q)
−f ∗(q) −∆(q)

)
, (6.17)

where

f(q) = 2(Jxeiq·n1 + Jyeiq·n2 + Jz), (6.18)

as in (5.21) and

∆(q) = 2
[
−Kx sin(q · n1) +Ky sin(q · n2)

+Kz sin(q · (n1 − n2))
] (6.19)

as can be seen from a modified (5.25).

Consider the Fermi points of the system for the case Ki = 0 for all i. As in

the isotropic case E(q) = ±|f(q)|. This is at a minimum when f(q) = 0, giving

the equations for the real and imaginary parts of (6.18)

Jx cos(q · n1) + Jy cos(q · n2) + Jz = 0, (6.20)

Jx sin(q · n1) + Jy sin(q · n2) = 0. (6.21)

These have two solutions corresponding to the two Fermi points located at

P± = ±
( 1√

3

(
sgn(Jy) arccos(a) + sgn(Jx) arccos(b)

)
1
3

(
sgn(Jy) arccos(a)− sgn(Jx) arccos(b)

)
)
, (6.22)
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where

a =
J2
y − J2

x − J2
z

2JxJz
, b =

J2
x − J2

y − J2
z

2JyJz
. (6.23)

Taylor expanding to first order about these points gives

f(P± + p) = f(P±) + p ·∇f(P±) +O(p2), (6.24)

∆(P± + p) = ∆(P±) + p ·∇∆(P±) +O(p2). (6.25)

The first order terms are given by

∇f(P±) = 2i
[
Jx

(
a± i

√
1− a2

)
n1

+ Jy

(
b∓ i
√

1− b2
)
n2

]
,

(6.26)

∇∆(P±) = 2
[
−Kxan1 +Kybn2

+Kz

(
ab−

√
1− a2

√
1− b2

)
(n1 − n2)

]
.

(6.27)

Section 6.1.1 shows that in the continuum limit of the isotropic case f(p) cor-

responds to the kinetic term and defines the Fermi points while ∆(p) produces

an energy gap at these Fermi points. To keep this separation of the kinetic and

gap producing terms ∆(p) must not shift the Fermi points. Hence, the couplings

{Ki} are chosen such that (6.27) vanishes

Kx = 4Kb
(
ab−

√
1− a2

√
1− b2

)
,

Ky = 4Ka
(
ab−

√
1− a2

√
1− b2

)
,

Kz = 4Kab,

(6.28)

where K ∈ R determines the overall magnitude of the couplings and the factor

of 4 ensures the gap agrees with the one obtained in the isotropic case.

The energy gap at each Fermi point is given by ∆(P±) = ±∆, where

∆ = 8K
√

(1− a2)(1− b2)
(
a
√

1− b2 + b
√

1− a2
)
. (6.29)

Note, at the isotropic point, Jx = Jy = Jz = J , (6.23) gives a = b = −1/2, (6.26)

reduces to (5.33) and (6.29) reproduces the corresponding gap ∆ = 3
√

3K, all in

agreement with the isotropic Hamiltonian (6.30).
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Using (6.26) and (6.29) the single particle Hamiltonian (6.17) is expanded

about the Fermi points as in (5.35) to give

h±(p) = (±Aσx +Bσy)px + Cσypy ∓∆σz +O(p2), (6.30)

where

A = sgn(Jx)sgn(Jy)

√
12J2

x − 3
(J2
y − J2

x − J2
z )2

J2
z

,

B =
√

3
(J2
y − J2

x)

J2
z

,

C = −3Jz.

(6.31)

To consider the Fermi points simultaneously in the Weyl (chiral) basis as in

Section 5.1.4 the four component spinor Ψ = (ca+ icb+ icb− c
a
−)T is defined (5.37),

where c
a/b
± = c

a/b
P±

are now defined at the new Fermi points (6.22). Taking the

direct sum of the Hamiltonians h+(p) and h−(p) with respect to the basis defined

by Ψ yields the final generally anisotropic Hamiltonian

hKHLM = (Aσz ⊗ σx +Bσz ⊗ σy) px
+ Cσz ⊗ σypy + ∆I⊗ σz.

(6.32)

This can be written in terms of gamma matrices defined in (5.40), to give

hKHLM = (Aγ0γ1 +Bγ0γ2)px + Cγ0γ2py + i∆γ1γ2, (6.33)

This reduces to the original isotropic continuum limit given in (5.47) when Jx =

Jy = Jz = J .

The Metric and Torsion

Direct comparison of the generally anisotropic continuum limit Hamiltonian (6.33)

with the general Riemann-Cartan Hamiltonian (5.90) for constant parameters

shows the dreibein of the model are given by

e µ
a =




1 0 0
0 A 0
0 B C


 , eaµ =




1 0 0
0 1

A
0

0 − B
AC

1
C


 (6.34)
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with the corresponding metric

gµν = eaµe
b
νηab =




1 0 0

0 − 1
A2 − B2

A2C2
B
AC2

0 B
AC2 − 1

C2


 . (6.35)

The torsion pseudoscalar and mass are easily identified as

φ = 8∆, m = 0. (6.36)

From φ, via the relation (5.87), the corresponding components of the torsion and

contortion in the dreibein basis are given by

Tabc = −4

3
∆εabc, Kabc = −2

3
∆εabc, (6.37)

Interestingly, the singularities of the metric (6.35), when A = 0 or C =

0, correspond to the well studied phase transitions of the Kitaev honeycomb

model Kitaev (2006) detailed in Section 5.1.5. The condition A = 0 is equivalent

to the couplings satisfying one of the following relations

Jx + Jy + Jz = 0,
Jx − Jy − Jz = 0,
Jx − Jy + Jz = 0,
Jx + Jy − Jz = 0.

(6.38)

If the assumption is made that Ji ≥ 0 for all i then (6.38) reduces to Jx =

Jy + Jz, Jy = Jx + Jz or Jz = Jx + Jy. These conditions define the phase

boundaries between the gapless non-Abelian phase B and the gapped Toric Code

Browne (2014); Kitaev (2003); Resende (2017) phases Ai, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

The condition C = 0 corresponds to the case where Jz = 0. This coupling

configuration is located along the base of the large triangle in Fig. 6.4 where

the model becomes a set of disentangled one dimensional chains with zero energy

gap Kitaev (2001). Therefore, the geometric description of the Kitaev honeycomb

model within the B phase is entirely non-singular and the singular regions coincide

with the phase transitions of the model.

In summary, the continuum limit of the generally anisotropic Kitaev honey-

comb model describes massless Majorana fermions on a curved spacetime with
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Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="j3BQqIVvWBiwY+1Wo1wJSB3I/L0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xUvhJax49/BM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlW5Ww</latexit>

Jz = Jx + Jy

<latexit sha1_base64="5aDMU630aSxZMFTM58rqi89ozVk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xRvAS1jx7uGZ7qlnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlZ5Ww</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="NIOnfbcn4xtIQ2v1T91wydQ3FNs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI9FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wehpI+t</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ip0W04DlRLh3gIXF0RgQ0lK1ds=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYI8VLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfywUwT5kc4kjzkFI2VulmfoiA3s0G54lbdBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xpGjFpqECte56bGD9DZTgVbFbqp5olSCc4Yj1LJUZM+9ni3hm5sMqQhLGyJQ1ZqL8nMoy0nkaB7YzQjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGibpclGYCmJiMn+eDLli1IipJUgVt7cSOkaF1NiISjYEb/XlddK+qnq1au2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJLaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wegH4+s</latexit>

Jx = 1,
Jy = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="VG+giFWRk72tDD0O2EYAvItb3rs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3GHFOrdtveamlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8Wr5bs</latexit>

Jy = 1,
Jx = Jz = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="rRX74B03hnFs4NZYnpMGDbntMzM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3LRindu2XnOHlZp7XzFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WuJbs</latexit>

Jz = 1,
Jx = Jy = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KJlrpMtldadjt7t/BGJmYmwGuKc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEV6043g0VwISWRQt0UCm6kqwr2AU0Ik+mkHTp5MDORxtC1f+HGhSJuXfgFuu7Ov3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nu8mFEhTfNbW1ldW9/YzG3p2zu7e/vGQb4pooRj0sARi3jbQ4IwGpKGpJKRdswJCjxGWt7gauK37ggXNApvZRoTJ0C9kPoUI6kk18jX3PuKdW7bes0dVmpuWjFdo2AWzSngMrHmpFA9+io+jD8/6q4xtrsRTgISSsyQEB3LjKWTIS4pZmSk24kgMcID1CMdRUMUEOFk09tH8FQpXehHXFUo4VT9PZGhQIg08FRngGRfLHoT8T+vk0j/0sloGCeShHi2yE8YlBGcBAG7lBMsWaoIwpyqWyHuI46wVHHpKgRr8eVl0rwoWqVi6UalUQYz5MAxOAFnwAJlUAXXoA4aAIMheATP4EUbaU/aq/Y2a13R5jOH4A+09x8WxZbs</latexit>

Jx = Jy + Jz

<latexit sha1_base64="UudW8xmzydIzmzF1BUJ/uSrkuPw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62PjrrTTbAIgjDMSKFuhIIb6aqCfUA7DJk004ZmMkOSEaelaz/CjQtF3LrzC3TdnX9j+lho64F7OZxzL7k5fsyoVLb9bWRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd28ubdfl1EiMKnhiEWi6SNJGOWkpqhipBkLgkKfkYbfv5r4jTsiJI34rUpj4oaoy2lAMVJa8sx8xbuHl7DipfBM94FnFmzLngIuE2dOCuXDL+th/PlR9cxxuxPhJCRcYYakbDl2rNwhEopiRka5diJJjHAfdUlLU45CIt3h9PARPNFKBwaR0MUVnKq/N4YolDINfT0ZItWTi95E/M9rJSq4cIeUx4kiHM8eChIGVQQnKcAOFQQrlmqCsKD6Voh7SCCsdFY5HYKz+OVlUj+3nKJVvNFplMAMWXAEjsEpcEAJlME1qIIawCABj+AZvBgD48l4Nd5moxljvnMA/sB4/wHlVZWw</latexit>

Jy = Jx + Jz
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Figure 6.4: The phase diagram of the anisotropic KHLM, where the couplings

are normalised as Jx + Jy + Jz = 1. The isotropic case with Jx = Jy = Jz

is denoted by a dot in the centre of the triangles. The quantum spin liquid

phase that supports Majorana fermions, denoted as B, sits in the centre of the

diagram. The topological phases Ai correspond to the Toric Code phase. The

singularity condition of the metric (6.38) defines the boundaries between the Ai
and B phases. The dashed line corresponds to the specific anisotropic change of

couplings in the B phase considered in Section 6.1.3.

torsion proportional to the next to nearest neighbour term. The nearest neigh-

bour terms become the kinetic terms defining non-trivial dreibein. These dreibein

define a metric with singularities at the well known phase transitions of the model.

Note that although all necessary components are present in (6.35) and (6.36) in

order to obtain the connection of space, Ricci scalar, Riemann tensor, etc. these

term are not explicitly calculated here.

A possible mass producing term for the generally anisotropic case could be

a Kekulé distortion anisotropically modified in a similar way to the K term in

(6.16), such that the Fermi points of the model are not shifted. The specific form

of such a coupling is not studied here.
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

Section 6.1.3 studies a specific case of the anisotropic Kitaev honeycomb model

in more detail. Section 6.2 then numerically investigates the accuracy of the

geometric description of this specific case by observing the response of two point

Majorana correlations to variations of the couplings within this regime.

6.1.3 The anisotropic case with Jx = Jy = 1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2

This section considers a particular anisotropic case of the Kitaev honeycomb

model, where Jx = Jy = 1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2. This coupling configuration corre-

sponds to the dotted vertical line in Fig. 6.4. The two points Jz = 0 and Jz = 2

correspond to phase transitions of the model. This case is referred to as the

anisotropic case.

The Metric

By fixing Jx = Jy = 1 in (6.29) and (6.31) the continuum limit Hamiltonian of

the anisotropic case can be obtained from (6.33) as

hKHLM =
√

12− 3J2
z γ

0γ1px − 3Jzγ
0γ2py

−KJz(4− J2
z )

3
2 iγ1γ2.

(6.39)

Using (6.34) the dreibein of the model are given by

e µ
a =




1 0 0

0
√

12− 3J2
z 0

0 0 −3Jz


 , eaµ =




1 0 0
0 1√

12−3J2
z

0

0 0 − 1
3Jz


 (6.40)

with the corresponding metric from (6.35)

gµν =




1 0 0
0 1

3J2
z−12

0

0 0 − 1
9J2
z


 . (6.41)

When Jz = 1 these equations agree with the isotropic case presented in 6.1.1 for

J = 1.
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6.1 Riemann-Cartan geometry from the Kitaev model

Curvature and Torsion

The metric (6.41) is a diagonal metric of a static spacetime taking the form (6.4).

Hence, direct substitution of

F =
1

3J2
z − 12

, G = − 1

9J2
z

(6.42)

into the general formula (6.6) yields the Ricci scalar R̃ of the Levi-Civita connec-

tion as

R̃ =3

[(
− 4

Jz
+ Jz

)
2∂2

xJz +

(
8

J2
z

− 1

)
2(∂xJz)

2 +

(
3
−J4

z + 8J2
z

(J2
z − 4)2

+ 2

)
Jz∂

2
yJz

+

(
4
J6
z − 5J4

z − 12

(J2
z − 4)2

+−J4
z + 4J2

z

)
3

J2
z − 4

(∂yJz)
2

]
.

(6.43)

It is clear from this messy expression that the Ricci scalar is non-zero and space

dependent when Jz is allowed to vary in space. This coupling may be upgraded

to a position dependent parameter, varying slowly with respect to the overall

magnitude of the couplings J and K, without diminishing the validity of the

geometric description of the model as discussed in Section 6.1.1. The Ricci scalar

(6.43) fully determines the Riemann tensor of the Levi-Civita connection via the

relation (6.8).

From the gap at the Fermi points ∆ = −KJz(4 − J2
z )

3
2 and equation (6.36)

the torsion pseudoscalar and mass are given by

φ = −8KJz(4− J2
z )

3
2 , m = 0. (6.44)

From (5.87) the torsion pseudoscalar fully determines the components of the

torsion and contorsion tensor in the dreibein basis

Tabc = 2Kabc = −4

3
KJz(4− J2

z )
3
2 εabc. (6.45)

The Ricci scalar of the full model is then given via equation (5.72) as

R = R̃− 8

3
K2J2

z (4− J2
z )3. (6.46)

Section 6.1.1 showed that the torsion of the isotropic case (6.10) is completely

determined by K and is independent of J . On the other hand, in this anisotropic
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6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations

case, the torsion in (6.45) has a dependence on Jz. This is due to the fact that

the K term has been modified as in (6.16) and the next to nearest neighbour

interactions now depend on Jz via (6.28). However, the relative scale of the

torsion compared to the kinetic terms of the continuum limit is still determined by

K and it will vanish if K = 0. Hence, the next to nearest neighbour interactions

are still the source of torsion in the model, while the kinetic terms are defined by

the nearest neighbour interactions. It just so happens that in this special case of

the model these two types of interactions are interdependent.

In summary, the continuum limit of this specific case of the anisotropic Kitaev

honeycomb model describes massless Majorana fermions on a curved spacetime

with torsion proportional to the next to nearest neighbour interaction terms. The

nearest neighbour terms become the kinetic terms defining non-trivial dreibein.

Note that as in the isotropic case all of the components necessary to obtain the

full spacetime connection (5.59) and Riemann tensor (5.71) are provided.

Section 6.2 numerically investigates how faithfully the metric (6.41) predicts

the stretching and squeezing of the “spacial profile” of the two point Majorana

correlations induced by varying the strength of the Jz and K couplings within this

regime. What is meant by the spacial profile of these quantities will be discussed

in Section 6.2.

6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations

This section numerically studies the Kitaev honeycomb lattice model with peri-

odic boundary conditions and anisotropic J couplings, such that Jx = Jy = 1

and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2. Specifically the accuracy of the effective geometric picture is

assessed by comparing the stretching of space predicted by the metric (6.41) to

the observed distortions of the two point Majorana correlations of the Hamilto-

nian of the microscopic model (5.13), with the modified K term given in (6.16).

From the correlation strength between two points on the lattice for a particular

coupling configuration the correlation strength of these points for any other con-

figuration can be determined by considering the spatial transformation described

by the corresponding change of metric.
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6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations

It is shown that the geometric description of the Kitaev honeycomb model

holds very well, particularly for smaller values of K as this is when the cor-

relation length is largest. Hence, the discrete lattice effects become negligible

and the behaviour of the model more closely resembles that of the continuous

approximation.

Section 6.2.1 determines the specific form of the effective stretching predicted

by the metric (6.41). Section 6.2.2 then compares this predicted stretching to

the observed distortions of the two point correlations of the Kitaev honeycomb

model with different coupling configurations.

6.2.1 Effective Stretching

The metric (6.41) describes how the effective distance of the geometric picture in

the x and y direction changes as Jz varies, for the homogeneous anisotropic case

where Jx = Jy = Jz = 1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2, as in Fig. 6.4. The spacial distance d

between two points on the the two dimensional curved space Σ is given by

d =
√
−gij∆X i∆Xj, (6.47)

where ∆X i is the difference in spacial coordinates between each point and gij are

the spatial components of the metric. The principle axes dx and dy along the x

and y directions, respectively, are deformed according to the relations

dx =
√−gxx =

√
3Jz, dy =

√
−gyy =

√
4− J2

z . (6.48)

If points on Σ are portrayed as fixed in space, shapes will appear to deform in the

inverse way to the change in effective distance. Take a line l of length dl between

two points A and B on the surface Σ. If the effective distance between these

points is scaled by a factor of a the length of the line will appear to scale by a

factor of a−1 to keep the effective length of the line fixed. This is the case in the

numerical investigation presented in Section 6.2.2. The lattice sites are portrayed

as fixed in space, while the effective distance between them varies with Jz.

Section 6.2.2 investigates how faithfully the deformation of the spacial profiles

of two-point Majorana correlations Kitaev (2006) are described by the ratio

dx
dy

=

√
3Jz√

4− J2
z

. (6.49)
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6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations

The spacial profiles are approximately circular at Jz = 1 and are deformed into

ellipses when Jz 6= 1. As Jz decreases the ellipse appears to stretch and contract

along the x and y axis, respectively, and vice versa as Jz increases.

6.2.2 Two Point Quantum Correlations

Two point Majorana correlations are the expectation value of a product of two

Majorana operators at different sites with respect to the ground state |ψ0〉, i.e.

i〈cicj〉 = 〈ψ0| icicj |ψ0〉. They are an important quantity as any other property

of the model can be deduced from them as the model is effectively free Me-

ichanetzidis et al. (2018). As the system is gapped the two-point correlations

will decrease exponentially fast with respect to the distance |ri− rj|, where ri is

the position of site i. The correlation matrix of the Kitaev honeycomb model is

calculated via exact diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian (5.13) in Section 5.1.6 as

(5.56). Taking the i-th row or column of the correlation matrix gives a discrete

spacial profile of the two-point correlations of each site with respect to a central

reference site i, as shown in Fig. 6.5(a).

To study the effect of varying Jz on this spacial profile a continuous approx-

imation is produced by replacing the two point correlation data at each lattice

point with a two dimensional Gaussian centred at the site,

i〈cjc(r)〉 =
∑

i

i〈cjci〉 δ(r − rj)→
∑

i

i〈cjci〉
2πε

e−
|r−rj |

2

2ε , (6.50)

where ε is taken to be of similar magnitude as to the lattice spacing so that

the Gaussians of neighbouring sites overlap. Fig. 6.5 illustrates this substitution.

This continuous approximation reduces the discrete lattice effects and allows the

stretching and squeezing of the correlations predicted by (6.49) to be measured.

From the continuous spacial profile of the correlations the set of points is

numerically identified where i〈c0c(r)〉 ≈ 10−3 for some reference site 0. This

‘boundary’ line is drawn for the correlations at the isotropic point of the model

in Fig. 6.5(b). At the isotropic point the boundary is approximately circular.

When Jz is increased above the isotropic point Jz > 1 the boundary should be

stretched in the x direction and vice versa when decreased to Jz < 1. It is worth

noticing that as the two point correlations are local they are strongly influenced
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Figure 6.5: The two-point correlations and their continuous profile. (a) The

two-point correlations i〈c0ci〉 between each site i and a central reference site

0, marked with a red cross. (b) A continuous approximation i〈c0c(r)〉 of the

two-point correlations is constructed using two dimensional Gaussians centred on

each lattice site, as described by (6.50). The size and shape of the correlations are

characterised by finding the set of points where i〈c0c(r)〉 ≈ 10−3, as illustrated.

Notice that even for large system sizes the hexagonal geometry of the lattice

influences the spatial distribution of the correlations. The model parameters

used here are Jx = Jy = Jz = 1, system size 36× 36, K = 0.1 and ε = 1.

by the lattice structure of the system. Hence, even though the correlations in the

continuum limit at the isotropic point are expected to be rotationally invariant,

the honeycomb lattice structure is still evident in the continuous approximation,

even for large system sizes. Fig. 6.6 demonstrates how the correlation length

and the rotational invariance of the continuous profile of the correlations both

decrease with increasing K.

To compare the changing shape of the boundary to the distortion predicted

by the metric (6.41) the ratio between the height and width of the boundary

wy/wx is compared to the ratio of the principle axes of the ellipse dx/dy, given

in (6.49). At the isotropic point the width and height of the boundary are ap-

proximately circular, with wy/wx ≈ 1. Fig. 6.7 plots the comparison of wy/wx
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6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations

10�7 10�5 10�3 10�1

ihc0c(r)i

Figure 6.6: The rotational invariance of the boundary and the correlation length

decrease, while the impact of discrete lattice effects on the continuous profile

i〈c0c(r)〉 become more significant with increasing K = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 (Left, Mid-

dle, Right).

to dx/dy for different values of Jz. An increase (decrease) in Jz corresponds to a

decrease (increase) in the effective distance dy between lattice sites along the y

axis, resulting in stronger (weaker) correlations along that axis. This results in

an apparent stretching (squeezed) of the correlations in that direction, i.e. an in-

crease (decrease) in wy/wx. The ratio wy/wx converges to dx/dy with decreasing

K.

Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 both demonstrate a closer agreement between the micro-

scopic model and the Riemann-Cartan geometric description with decreasing K.

This is due to an increase in the correlation length, seen in Fig. 6.6. When the

correlation length becomes large compared to the lattice spacing discrete lattice

effects become negligible and the correlations approximate the behaviour of those

in a continuous system.

The effective geometric description of the Kitaev honeycomb model in terms

of the metric is found to be a faithful representation of the distortion experienced

by the correlations of the system. As the metric is used to define many other

geometric quantities, such as the curvature, these are expected to be faithfully

reproduced as well. This is an interesting area of investigation for future work.
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6.2 Spatial distribution of quantum correlations
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Figure 6.7: Verifying the metric from the continuous approximation of the corre-

lations. The dots in the main panel plot the ratio between the height and width

of the ‘boundary’ wy/wx for Jx = Jy = 1, ε = 1, system size 36 × 36 and a

range of K. Also plotted with a dashed line is the theoretically predicted ratio

dx/dy =
√

3Jz/
√

4− J2
z from Eq. (6.49). The numerical data converges to the

theoretical line as K decreases. Below are illustrative examples of the boundaries

at various Jz and K = 0.1. At the isotropic point, Jz = 1, the ratio is wy/wx = 1.

As Jz deviates from the isotropic point the ratio wy/wx can become larger or

smaller than one.
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6.3 Conclusions

6.3 Conclusions

This chapter has expanded upon the known result that the low energy limit, or

continuum limit, of the Kitaev honeycomb lattice model is described by massless

Majorana fermions obeying the Dirac Hamiltonian embedded in a Minkowski

spacetime. By investigating the model in a variety of coupling regimes it was

found that the continuum limit could produce a non-trivial Riemann-Cartan ge-

ometry with curvature and torsion defined by the non-trivial dreibein e µ
a and

spacetime connection Γρµν = Γ̃ρµν + Kρ
µν . These quantities are in turn com-

pletely determined by the coupling parameters of the Kitaev honeycomb model.

The dreibein define a metric, which describes a non-trivial stretching of space.

This stretching was numerically verified by studying the response of two point

Majorana correlations to variations of the metric. The couplings of the model

are upgraded to space-dependent parameters which vary slowly compared to the

overall magnitude of the couplings. This results in a more general Riemann-

Cartan continuum limit than would otherwise be obtained with contributions to

curvature from both the nearest neighbour {Ji} and next to nearest neighbour

{Ki} couplings.

It was shown theoretically that the single-particle Hamiltonian of a massless

Majorana field in a Riemann-Cartan spacetime hRC, (5.90), can be identified with

the continuum limit Hamiltonian of the Kitaev honeycomb lattice model hKHLM,

(6.32), with general space dependent {Ji} and {Ki} couplings, where the later

are anisotropically modified to depend on the former as in (6.28). The nearest

neighbour terms of the microscopic Hamiltonian become kinetic terms in hKHLM

while the next to nearest neighbour terms generate an energy gap at the Fermi

points. Via direct comparison of hKHLM and hRC the kinetic terms are identified

with the non-trivial dreibein while the gap producing terms are identified with a

non-trivial torsion T ρµν or contorsion Kρ
µν in the Riemann-Cartan theory. From

this the metric gµν = eaµe
b
νηab is fully determined in terms of {Ji}. The Levi-

Civita connection and contorsion tensor of the total connection Γρµν = Γ̃ρµν+Kρ
µν

are determined by {Ji} and {Ki}, respectively. These relations are sufficient to

determine the curvature Rρ
µνσ of the Riemann-Cartan theory in terms of the

couplings of the microscopic model.
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6.3 Conclusions

Even for the simple case of homogeneous isotropic couplings, where Jx = Jy =

Jz = J , the continuum limit has trivial dreibein, but a non-trivial torsion yielding

a non-trivial spacetime connection and curvature which depend on the param-

eter K. If the coupling parameters are take to be inhomogeneous the dreibein

become non-trivial and the spacetime connection and curvature now also have a

dependence on J . Although this case has been well studied previously the super-

conducting gap term was never identified with torsion in Minkowski spacetime

Kitaev (2006); Pachos (2012). When the torsion is dominant the system is a topo-

logical superconductor in class D Chiu et al. (2016). It was also demonstrated

that the Majorana spinors can be given a non-zero mass by introducing a Kekulé

distortion to the model. When the mass term is dominant over the torsion the

system is in class BDI. This topological phase transition was studied numerically

and found to take the form predicted by the geometric description of the model.

The metric (6.41) of the specific anisotropic coupling configuration, where

Jx = Jy = 1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2, describes a non-trivial distortion of space. This

stretching of space is shown numerically in Fig. 6.7 to accurately describe the

response of the spacial profile of two point Majorana correlations to varying Jz.

The accuracy of the geometric description clearly improves with increasing cor-

relation length. This can also be seen from Fig. 6.6. As expected, in the limit of

large correlation length discrete lattice effects become negligible and the model

strongly resembles its continuous description.

This work verifies that Majorana spinors obeying the Dirac equation embed-

ded in a Riemann-Cartan spacetime can faithfully describe the microscopic Ki-

taev honeycomb lattice model. Thus demonstrating the power such field theoretic

descriptions have in predicting the behaviour of these microscopic models.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has studied multiple equivalent representations of different topological

systems focusing on their individual uses and benefits in terms of solvability and

ability to provide accurate descriptions of the behaviour of physical observables.

This chapter concludes the thesis by reviewing the original results of Chapters 3,

4 and 6. Possible future areas of research are then discussed.

In order to quantify the role of interactions in topological states of matter

Chapter 3 calculated the interaction distance DF of the entanglement spectra

of a wide range of Abelian and non-Abelian (2 + 1)−dimensional string-nets

and (3 + 1)−dimensional Walker-Wang models. Specifically, partitions of all

eigenstates of ZN Abelian string-nets and Walker-Wang models are studied. It

was shown that the interaction distance of these Abelian models depends not only

on the group ZN , but also on the size of the partition boundary |∂A|. Abelian

string-nets and Walker-Wang models with the same N and |∂A| are found to have

equivalent DF for all eigenstates regardless of the geometry and topology of the

partition.

One focus of this investigation was identifying states with DF = 0 that have

free fermion representations. The class of Z2n models, where n ∈ N, were iden-

tified as having DF = 0 for all |∂A|. Therefore, the states of these models are

representable in terms of free fermions. These findings were used in Chapter

4 when discussing the signatures of the Z2 surface and toric codes, equivalent

to the Z2 string-net, which suggest they have representations in terms of free
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fermions. By studying the distribution of interaction distance P (DF) for a vari-

ety of partition sizes |∂A| it was demonstrated that not only do all partitions of

ZN string-nets and Walker-Wang models, with N 6= 2n, have DF 6= 0, but they

also maximise DF for a large fraction of partitions.

It was shown that for non-Abelian Walker-Wang models the topology of the

boundary becomes relevant to the calculation of DF . This is due to the entan-

glement spectrum encoding information about the non-trivial braiding of non-

Abelian anyonic charges. All boundaries in 2 + 1 dimensions are topologically

trivial, so this has no effect on string-nets. The interaction distance was found

numerically to be DF 6= 0 for the non-Abelian SU(2)k string-nets and Walker-

Wang models for levels 2 ≤ k ≤ 20, boundary size |∂A| = 3 and any boundary

topology. This seems to suggest that interactions are necessary for the emergence

of excitations with non-Abelian anyonic statistics.

Chapter 4 presents unitary transformations US and UT from the Z2 surface

and toric code, respectively to equivalent fermion models. Analysis of the inter-

action distance of the eigenstates of the Z2 string-net in Chapter 3 along with the

thermal interaction distance Dth
F of their energy spectra, discussed in Chapter 4,

shows that the individual states and energy spectra are free. However, an investi-

gation of the stabilizer groups structure of the models showed that the fermionic

representation of the toric code must also include two interacting fermionic par-

ity operator to ensure that the group structure is preserved and excitations are

created in pairs.

The transformations US and UT were presented explicitly for any system size.

It was demonstrated that the e and m anyonic excitations of the codes, created

at black and white plaquettes, respectively, map to excitations of distinct black

and white dynamical local modes of the fermionic models. In the case of the

toric code, excitations of a particular black and white plaquette are mapped

to excitations of the two parity operators with support on all black and white

fermion modes, respectively. This is necessary in order to give rise to the non-

trivial topological order Yao & Qi (2010). The logical operators of the codes

were mapped to fermionic zero mode operators. It was also demonstrated that

although all states and the energy spectra are free, some non-local interactions
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acting on both the dynamic and zero modes were still necessary to encode the

anyonic statistics of the excitations.

These mappings provide an intuitive and unique understanding of the origins

of the exotic statistics of these topological models. Extending the family of map-

pings U to other topological models, such as Z2n string-nets and Walker-Wang

models, could provide valuable insight into the emergence of exotic statistics in

these systems. This would require a larger and more complete investigation of

the interaction distance, including thermal interaction distance and an analysis of

the group structure Hung & Wan (2012); Walker & Wang (2012) of a wide range

of topological phases of matter. This could prove useful in identifying models

with possible fermionic representations, which may be employed to solve these

quantum Hamiltonians.

Chapter 6 showed analytically that the low energy limit, or continuum limit,

Hamiltonian of the microscopic Kitaev honeycomb lattice model hKHLM can be

identified with the single-particle Hamiltonian of a massless Majorana field in

a non-trivial Riemann-Cartan spacetime hRC with curvature and torsion. The

curvature and torsion, defined by the non-trivial dreibein e µ
a and spacetime con-

nection Γρµν = Γ̃ρµν +Kρ
µν are associated to the general space-dependent nearest

neighbour {Ji} and next to nearest neighbour {Ki} couplings of the Kitaev hon-

eycomb model, which vary slowly compared to their overall magnitude. The {Ki}
couplings are modified from the usual next to nearest neighbour terms to depend

on the {Ji} couplings.

The nearest neighbour {Ji} terms are shown, by direct comparison of hKHLM

and hRC, identified with kinetic terms defining the dreibein and a metric, which

describes a non-trivial distortion of space. This stretching of space was numeri-

cally verified for the specific anisotropic coupling configuration, where Jx = Jy =

1 and 0 ≤ Jz ≤ 2, by studying the response of two point Majorana correlations

to variations of the metric. The accuracy of the geometric description was shown

to improve with decreasing K, or equivalently increasing correlation length. It

was demonstrated that in the limit of large correlation length the discrete lat-

tice effects become negligible and the model strongly resembles the continuous

geometric description. The next to nearest neighbour {Ki} terms are shown to

generate an energy gap at the Fermi points of the continuous description hKHLM.
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This equates to a non-trivial torsion T ρµν or contorsion Kρ
µν in hRC. The cur-

vature of the Riemann-Cartan theory then depends on both the {Ji} and {Ki}
couplings of the microscopic model. It was also demonstrated that introducing

a Kekulé distortion produces a gap in hRC due to a non-zero mass term. The

phase transition between the torsion dominated class D Chiu et al. (2016) phase

and the mass dominated class BDI phase was shown numerically to agree with

the form predicted by the geometric description of the model.

This field theoretic description could be used to investigate a variety of prop-

erties of the microscopic model. Energy-momentum currents and momentum

densities due to effective curvature in the geometric description of a lattice model

of superconducting complex fermions were studied analytically in Golan & Stern

(2018). These quantities could be investigated numerically in the Kitaev hon-

eycomb model in terms of specific coupling configurations corresponding to non-

trivial curvature. The geometric description of superconductors used to obtain

the thermal transport coefficients from response theory as employed in Luttinger

(1964) can also be realised in the Kitaev honeycomb model with a perturbation

of the couplings around the isotropic and homogeneous configuration.

Another direction of investigation is the study of chiral gauge fields such as

those considered in graphene in Jackiw & Pi (2007). In fact fluctuations of the

Kitaev model’s Z2 gauge field as well as the addition of twists Petrova et al.

(2013, 2014); Willans et al. (2011) have been shown in Horner et al. (2020) to

produce chiral gauge fields and hence provide a more complete quantum field

theory description of the model. Fluctuations of these chiral gauge fields in the

continuum limit are shown to produce Majorana zero modes in the discrete model.

The Kitaev honeycomb model with a time-dependent Hamiltonian Kaib et al.

(2019) could also be probed using the formalism developed here by upgrading

the static spacetime (5.83) to a dynamical spacetime. Alternatively, the response

of the model to time-dependent geometric perturbations including quenches Liu

et al. (2018) could be considered.

The methods and ideas presented here are not restricted to the Kitaev honey-

comb model. Geometric descriptions of other topologically ordered systems are

already being investigated de Juan et al. (2013); Golan & Stern (2018); Jackiw &
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Pi (2007); Wagner et al. (2019). These types of geometric representations can po-

tentially provide accurate descriptions of the behaviour of physical observables.

It will be interesting to see where these approximations break down and how

much they can tell us about the properties of these complex microscopic models.

Experiments have found that some but not all features of the Kitaev honey-

comb model are recognised in experimentally realisable materials, such as complex

iridium oxides Chaloupka et al. (2010); Choi et al. (2012); Jackeli & Khaliullin

(2009) or ruthenium chloride Banerjee et al. (2016). Fully realising topologically

ordered materials experimentally is an open problem and would be a huge step to-

wards achieving topological quantum computation. It will be exciting to see how

topological materials may be utilised in the development of quantum technologies

in the near and distant future.
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